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Fly over the Grand Canyon before getting on a raft.
If you have fears, and you get over them, you' ll feel great afterwards.
Or, a fear can be converted to a positive act.
When you see a red light or a stop sign, coast in slowly to a stop. Critical.
Why not lower emissions from cars? Anti pollution. Clears the air.
Flash a high beam at an oncoming car with blazing headlights.
A double football helmet.
Can run a car on four cylinders to save gas. Speed not critical.
Make sure when you pump for gas at service station, it starts at zero.
Suction base at foot of single ladder, holds ladder steady leaning.
Seniors feel more secure with emergency button to call for help, if fall.
Tire pressure monitoring pressure on dashboard.
The word Co-pilot is suitable for passenger next to driver.
Are they resting in Heaven? Your dearly departed. You keep wondering.
Use wet toilet paper nearby to clean yourself after B/M.
Or, you wet your section of toilet paper.
Like an airplane, emergency slide to escape from tall building under fire.
Air bags for passengers, beside driver.
If driving drunk, the car stops or won' t even start.
Stay in one lane driving your car, and signal way ahead changing lanes.
Senior victims in wheelchair should be able to stand with folded cane available.
With a BlackBerry in the hands of male leader on dance floor, he can do many steps.
A chocolate, strawberry, lemon favored straw to add zest to your drink.
Windows can be made into ladders in tall building to escape fire.
Ask illegals to write in English about themselves, even showing some credentials.
The side mirrors of a car sound a hom, if another car gets too close.
Your hands on a spiral staircase electronically helps you walk up.
Thumb I.D. on credit card nullifies the card if wrong imprint.
Or, the merchant has to be very alert.
If car has scratch from small dent, use correct color cloth to eliminate damage.
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A slight female lubrication before intimacy, whatever works.
A three wheel bicycle, two in back, for stability.
Or, fold wheels to fit into garage or trunk.
Your favorite living room chair should have a blanket nearby.
light goes on when garage door is left open.
A
Or, check garage door before sleep.
Senior men don' t need penis enlargement for intimacy.
A ramp slips out of car trunk for wheel chairs. Easier to handle.
The Jewish Star should be worn on ladies necklace, as Christ cross.
Men' s wedding ring, or widowed, should show Jewish Star.
Young men should eliminate bearded face. They know identity.
Top of tennis net should be red.
To show how creative you are, attempt to write song/lyrics of "Night and Day."
Girls in High School/college should wear a ring indicating, "No Sex."
If your lady friend is not dressed classy, be nice.
Answering service telephone ladies speak low. Remind her she is speaking to Seniors.
The right pillow for you at bed time is important.
A rack to stand-up tooth brushes, Xmas cleaning brushes. Keep changing.
If eyes are tearing at night watching T.V., eye drops are suitable.
Or, wipe clean with hankie gently.
A small pencil sharpener on desk.
Dials on new cars should be colored differently on dash board.
Extra sleeves and taller collar to cover tattoos.
Ladies hair should not cover one eye.
Or, how come ifladies wear glasses, their hair does not cover their eyes?
If teaching English to Hispanics, there should be special schools.
Or, special classes just to teach English.
Picket fence to protect gardens should be lower, to see the garden.
An electric rocking chair to control tempo of the rocker.
A paint can split in half by metal, has two different shades. Double covers.
Or, printed paper cover on paint can to show different colors inside.
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Top of high ladder suctioned against the building. No fall back.
You can save your house with an underground sprinkler system as forest fire approaches
The good thing about man's outfit, he can wear it every day and no one notices.
A Brownie muffin.
2 cheesecakes in a can. Cheaper.
Pour small can of warm soup into a glass. Drink and eat it with spoon.
Chunky soup in a bowl can be your dinner, with bread and butter.
As years go by, you can add lettering to grave stone of your loved one.
Try fire extinguisher near kitchen every few months to test it.
An air pump to inflate flat tire. Must be guaranteed.
A man's stool atop toilet should be flexible in back to help clean himself.
Or, more opening in front for men to urinate without soiling commode.
A sit and shower seat which springs you up when finished, grabbing hand rails.
"My last words" uttered or hand written by Seniors.
Women working in garden should have gloves up to the elbow.
Watching sports over time, very exciting. Enthusiasm. Good for the heart.
A drinking straw, medicated, to help avoid coughs, sinus problems, etc.
Re-decorate grave sites by your children, grandchildren after you are gone.
T4e button on man' s shirt near his heart shows a Cross or Jewish Star.
" GPS in car should show you directions. Also, heavy traffic up ahead.
Yom
Raise your nose and your glasses will be aligned better.
Romantic, both male and female drink from the same liquor/wine bottle or glass.
Security forces point and touch a suspected suicide bomber with 3-4" electronic stick.
Beer bottle at sport events, use a straw to share with lady partner.
The buckle on a man' s sport belt can be decorated militarily.
You taste a lot of foam drinking from beer bottle. Don't shake the bottle.
A coffee paper cup can be folded for outdoor drinking glass.
The collar of man's leather jacket can be another color.
One bad experience on the road riding your motorcycle, makes you more cautious.
Decoration on top of hamburger bun.
How can I guarantee that my deceased wife is waiting for me in Heaven?
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16,508. If angered/anxiety, take a nice hot shower to calm yourself.
509. Bottom of jeans can be tucked into shoes/boots. Slimmer look.
510. Tall SUV's with big tires and seats that are higher, appears safer.
511. Two engagement rings for ladies, attached together.
512. Rubber buffer, strong, under hood of car. Not spring up on impact, affecting driver.
513. Or, steel barrier in front of car where insignia is.
514. Or, the same with rear of car, where rubber bumpers should be.
515. The tee in golf to hit long shots, should be springy, to let ball fly.
516. Press on the wheel of your car and it's a miniature brake. Hands always on wheel.
517. Is there an ingredient to put into gas tank to make gas last longer?
518. NFL players have got to wear protection all over to avoid serious injuries.
519. A young girl walking alone from school should run when a car stops next to her.
520. A three-dimensional picture of your beloved mate who passed away, shines every nite.
521. When working on an electric saw, a 6th finger glove worn. Solid, false finger.
522. New cars should lighten lift, to reduce gas mileage.
523. Reduce the impact of new, or used spark plugs for better gas mileage.
pollution by watering an exhaust pipe box under car.
524. Exhaust fumes from car to
525. Listening to old love songs and lyrics can make you smile and happy.
526. Front tire of new cars should be higher than back tires for safety.
527. Wider car tires. Safety, secure.
528. Heavy, tall work boots softer than leather in back.
529. Or, springy back of work boots.
530. Picking your nose with hankie/napkin. Get out of the constant habit using fingers.
531. The bottom of G.l. backpack, lightened by air pump surrounding pack.
532. In a waiting room, ear plugs given out for those who want to watch T.V.
533. Or, everyone in waiting room, even Seniors, get friendly and learn I-pads, I-phones, etc.
534. Plastic added to windows, strong, curved, to protect high buildings in hurricanes.
535. Pull shade down from car ceiling to protect wheel from sun, when parked.
536. Kitchen knives and forks shorter for steady hands.
537. Like transitional glass, your front car window gets shade when needed.
538. Large empty bowls in kitchen if fire starts, filled with water if extinguisher don't work.
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Block Watch signs in front and back of Condominium driveways.
On spiral stairs, the first step next to banister rides you up or down.
A sensor outside a keyboard, etc. can tell you if batteries inside are low.
Wear the right cap if lights in living room bothers your eyes watching T.V.
If a boat sinks, there sits lhe life raft, floating, with all the signals to attract help.
The front of man's shoes more square.
Or, deliberately pointed.
Black jeans for men.
Or, a shade of pink for ladies jeans.
Or, buttons down front for ladies jeans.
Try drinking rum/wine/whiskey from a straw. Less impact.
Men, let the short beard go down to the chin only.
Sunglass frames to cool you in hot sun.
Or, a peep hole in center of sunglasses.
The sails on the boat should keep part ofthe boat afloat, if sinking.
Or, the sails are buoyant to help victims in water.
An attractive outfit in the kitchen for a new bride is very appropriate.
Use your nose first to tell how good your whiskey/rum will taste.
A bigger foot pedal for Seniors riding bicycle.
Or, bigger, wider tires.
Or, the seat cushion pointing downward.
Or, the handles can lower or raise for your comfort.
Or, stopping a bicycle too quickly, may throw you off.
A shear garment to cover Bikini at beach is very suitable, with family.
A zipper in back of men's tall boots, to tighten or loosen. Also a pocket.
Extra heavy metal in front of tires on new cars. Avoid slight bump damage.
A fold up bike to hang on wall in garage.
When you raise your eyebrows, the center of your glasses also raise.
A paper clip box.
A scouring pad to clean toilet bowl.
Kids eat from a football/baseball/basketball plate.
Or, flying on overseas planes, the dinner plates plug the airline.
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Teenage birthday party, design toilet bowl like pizza pieces, for fun.
Don't need a belt on ladies jeans.
A child to use the toy he is playing with to say he is ready to eat, watch T.V., toilet.
Chocolate pudding can be placed in large jar, eat all week.
A DVD showing referee sports blunders, which affected the outcome of games.
Or, in every professional sport.
When opening microwave door, angle the door so the heat not directed at you.
Or, a finger protection when removing the cover.
Extra roll of toilet paper, below or atop sink to clean self easier.
Ask to clean rubber wiper blades, when getting car tune-up.
Or, clean dents and scratches with the proper cloth for your car.
Or, when you tune up your car, technician shows you where extra key is hidden.
Spray your sock with an Rx for circulation before putting them on.
White and black grout markers. Two or more tubes. You make your own design.
A hand rail for Seniors to help get out of bed. Or a cane.
Senior men, get artificial curls in back of head. Grey hair better.
Or, makes bald Seniors look younger on dance floor, ready to dance with all ladies.
Plunger should be flexible, not rigid.
Or, two handles on each side of rod.
Or, the "snake" which loosens the waste should be made of hard plastic, not metal.
Or, a metal "snake" can damage toilet bowl.
Toilet support rails tilt Senior forward for easier elimination.
Instructions printed on bottom of support connection to touch floor w/fingers/ eliminate.
A padded back support helps Seniors lean forward to eliminate easier.
Or, the padded back on toilet seat tilts the Senior forward.
A larger hole in toilet bowl for waste to pass through.
Blood on any fabric must be washed immediately with soap and water.
On fancy ladies shoes, the ankle straps should be higher up for support.
Emery boards to file nails should be heavier.
Nail clippers should open wider.
Or, to avoid clipping skin and bleeding, which you can see.
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Hurricane Irene should create lots of jobs with the damage done.
A soft, cushiony strap for toes and sandals.
Wheels on Rollator must lock in place when sitting down.
A very small but large lettering for 5-7 year olds dictionary.
Or, a special dictionary for teenagers.
Jewish ladies should wear Jewish Star necklace at social affairs.
Or, the word Hebrew imprinted on Star.
"Stay Up" sign on men's open toilet seat. Floral decorations.
An open scissor point can be a pick.
As you open purse, a small pocket on side of purse for keys.
Waist band extender is elastic, can spread more than waist.
Ladies knee-high hosiery worn by men for circulation.
If on highway with heavy traffic and you have "to go" use quickest exit. "Go" on road.
Write Senior love song for elderly who live together a long time.
Purse around waist when using Walkers.
Or, if purse is heavy, clip to top of Walker.
Or, around ladies neck is better.
Or, why not 4 small wheels on Walker?
Incontinence briefs with protection all over for ladies, to prevent emergency.
Slim leather wallet could be suitable for shirt pocket.
Or, small C-phones.
If Seniors can' t finish dinner, leftovers good for breakfast or lunch.
Just put yellow smiling face on unused 6-prong electric bar.
For Seniors, microwave almonds, walnuts, etc. to make them softer.
Tongs are very effective for handling dinner foods.
An electric razor blade with 3 different sizes clipped together. Use any one.
An angel mural on ceiling to look at, and pray, before sleep.
A sip of wine watching T.V. at night before bed.
A small cut can be licked with your tongue, cleaning bacteria, before adhesive.
Stuff a cotton pad into your nose if bleeding.
Paper clips and rubber bands always available.
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16,632. Big open wrenches could have smaller ones which open from center.
633 . Slice a hamburger into a hot dog roll. Frankfurter included.
634. A co-pilot sitting next to driver using Smart Pad is not smart.
635. Or, kids in back seats occupied with I-Pads, not observant or no conversation.
636. If tremor in writing hand, place other hand on wrist.
637. Or, left hand holding wrist of drinking hand.
638. Seniors are never too old to learn I-Pads, if children use them at random.
639. For spaghetti dinner, 5 prong fork and shorter prongs for curling spaghetti.
640. Tacos on hot dog roll. Not crispy, but delicious.
641. Or, Yz frankfurter included.
642. Or, several tacos atop, included in dinner plate.
643. Turn your mattress around periodically.
644. A sizzle remains in soda which is good, like foam in beer.
645. Too many phones in home? Along with C-phones, may cause problems.
- 646. When a car is being towed away in parking lot, someone should question driver.
64 7. Airborne laser to alert forest rangers, then helicopters/planes sent out with retardant.
648. U.S. lasers in planes/ships immediately directed at foreign missiles headed for U.S.
· · 649. Or, within range, split our missile. No direct hit necessary.
650. If head-on crash about to happen, rubber/steel bumpers raise to take impact?
651. If ladder is short and handyman wobbles, a pole to grab onto from ladder. Suction pole.
652. Wider top of drinking glass to avoid spills. Heavier.
653. If only I could drive my deceased Father and Mother in back sear of my car!
654. If 15 minutes are up listening to Geico salesman, you get extra financial help.
655. A crushed device for leaves in bin or bag. Easier to dispose.
656. A roll of tape which does not split when using.
657. Seniors in their 80's have the brain power for science/mechanics, etc.
658. Fuse connections for your car is vital. Ask serviceman . Keep fuses in glove box.
659. A small dictionary on your desk is still vital.
660. Or, a Smart phone on your desk in place of a dictionary.
661. Glasses frame holder on wall next to bathroom sink. Won't fall.

/
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If you are in a car accident, take pictures of both cars.
Or, call 91 1 to get cars off the road. No traffic jam.
Smoking cigars for show only. Don't light up.
Or, stopping smoking with so many medical problems, is a musl.
Or, with all medical advice, you should realize how risky to carry on.
A rough, larger blade fits over a regular small razor. For deeper cut.
A flashlight shows red when batteries are running low.
Monkey tape just as good as Gorilla tape. A joke.
When a boy uses spiral staircase, he should have a belt and hands on rail.
Actual kitchen utensils should be heavier. For Seniors.
Or, for Seniors, after cutting meat for dinner, can eat with spoon not fork.
Hair styles in ladies magazines is just to look different, not always attractive.
Ladies sneakers, holes for shoe laces, but only top two bind.
A washing soap should stipulate that it lasts longer.
Or, the name of the firm indented on the soap, lasts longer.
If ladies purse is stolen, she should yell for help for someone to stop him.
High heels for classy ladies outfit could be a bit thicker.
Or, definitely firmer around the ankles.
Or, double thin high heels.
Floss able to get under dentures without removing them?
Just because you are a careful and cautious driver, accidents could still happen to you.
An elongated mirror can show your face, and outfit, all by hand.
Bra straps tucked under dress straps. Out of sight.
Ladies skin very delicate. Must protect with sun screen going out into the sun or beach.
Extra large sun glasses are very fashionable for classy ladies outfit.
On return shot in tennis match, hitting ball luckily on corner of racquet, goes over net.
A long-raking rod could have wooden 3" both sides in middle.
Good-by kiss in the morning could signal sex that night when hubby returns.
Or, a flower on his bed pillow in A.M. is a clue what to expect at night.
Go to the bathroom before you rush off to work in your car.
It's fun to be with your partner taking a shower.
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A piece of chocolate with whipped cream good way to start the day.
A father playing catch with 4-5 year old son could make him athletic.
Tennis for 10 year old with or without net, just handling the racquet, is a good start.
A bulge in tennis racquet handle, moves up and down, for different shots.
Two coffee handles, an inch apart, to pick up cup without spilling.
After children make-up after a fight, it's the parents still fighting.
Trouble with older children and grandchildren, tough for Seniors to bear.
A life preserver inflates to keep victim afloat, feet atop water?
Light air, helium, to keep school kid's backpack easier to carry.
Or, when Seniors went to school, they only carried a book or two, and a pad.
Why must men continue to wear short beards? It's time to stop.
Two-tone lipstick. Turn one way for one color, turn other way for another color.
A fish pizza, mixed with Italian flavors.
Or, pizza dipped into any type of new flavors.
Finger nail clippers should have larger opening to grab and clip. No bleeding.
The smaller the purse, the better.
You don' t need a belt around jeans.
Or, a zipper and a button secures the jeans.
If a small sail boat takes on water, pumps can help take water out of boat, keeping afloat A flashing light on air transport planes, alerts pilot other planes near by.
A tall mast breaking free of sinking boat, can float and be a savior?
Touring the U.S.A. is more important than learning/seeing foreign cultures.
The huge cruise ships has to separate passenger decks, if bottom takes on water.
Or, if a cruise ship is hijacked by foreign crew, Security forces act quickly.
Or, more than one captain on large cruising ship, and observatory decks.
Or, the level of a cruise ship taking on water, reaches a point, then buoyancy.
Or, rescue boats must be many on cruise ship, w/food, water, signal beams.
Travel light. The ship will supply personal items like clothing, cosmetics, etc.
The very top of a cruise ship can handle helicopters for fun and emergencies.
Or, you can dress casual at all meals, even dancing. Except at captain's table.
More than one exit door on large planes to slide down to safety.
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16, 724. Wine,
mixed with any bottle soda for different taste.
725. Bartenders place bowl of snacks to patrons sitting at bar.
726. A side of strawberries/sliced peaches goes well with dinner.
727. Italian art around edges of dinner plate at Italian restaurants.
728. Or, the handles of forks, knives, spoons also Italian designs.
729. Helicopters quickly fly over forest fires, to determine what has to be done.
730. Why risk exposing your family and children to see wild animals in their field?
731. A helicopter ride available on cruise ships.
732. Or, life boats available to see how they operate, what's in them.
733. Why go to foreign hotels with swimming pools & their attractive beaches?
734. Or, you have these facilities in the U.S., coast to coast.
735. In tropical islands, you may feel free to try snorkeling, or balloon ride.
736. Bad guys, members of foreign crew, can possibly take control of cruise ship.
737. Traveling around the world is everyone's dream, in their minds.
738. Not enough life boats available on all cruise ships.
- 739. Touring the Great Chinese Wall, have to ask where the bathrooms are.
740. Or, touring in Africa,
South America, also ask about bathrooms.
741. A square dinner plate would be very suitable.
742. Buy the best tires for your car.
743. A Bikini at the beach for swimming may fall off.
744. Or, Bikini good for drinks and lounging around at the beach.
745. Or, proper to cover themselves at times.
746. Or, men always admire a slim Bikini outfit.
747. An egg carton good for holding screws and bolts.
748. A Cell-phone critical when you get a flat. You need help, mostly.
749. A very short visit to a foreign land is foolish. Extend your trip.
750. Can Scratch Away cloth repair small scratch in eye glasses?
7 51. Or, it helps in car windows and steel frames.
752. Or, can an Optician do this for you?
753. A magnetic, arthritic glove can reduce tremor when eating.
754. It takes years and years for aches and pains, yet Seniors deal with these daily.
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For Seniors with teeth problems, waitress has to cut meat, chicken in small pieces.
A small robot to pick up loose tennis balls. No chasing.
A laser beam for golf putting to get into the hole. Not for pros.
Larger address numerals to locate correct business.
Or, on parking block also.
Numerals of house numbers at night should be very bright and clear.
Get the ear wax removed by professional nurse.
If men have long nails they become brittle and crack.
Or, men have to trim or file their nails often.
Or, ladies can strengthen their nails with colorful liquid, without breaking.
Overhead lounge chair cover to protect from sun.
Paint can split in half for two colors. Top cap folds in half.
Need instructions from hardware whatever you buy. Don't be bashful.
Saucer for coffee to hold doughnuts/Danish.
Wherever the ladder touches the home, it grips, suction, so no fall back.
Home Depot asks how many miles to get there, gives discount.
Hardware store allows you to call Home Depot, to compare prices.
If over 90 and hardware shopping, you get discount.
Small sample, small charge for pain-reliever gel to try out before buying larger tube.
Can use Walker with one hand, to feel confident and exercise.
Regency Mortuary sign too low. Should have 6' tower above the sign.
Or, a large American flag atop Regency Mortuary sign. Seen by drivers on busy corner
Wheelchair Seniors going into public bathroom, may need help on and off seat.
Tongs to handle food easier and very suitable.
Seniors in their 90's should digitalize all family albums and pictures on walls.
Small pads for ladies to absorb urine leak before they get to bathroom.
A musical mouth toy for little ones to hear music by themselves. Not totally in mouth.
A timer on phones/cell-phones if making long distance calls.
Laser beam also shows angle of ground in front of hole. Not for pros.
If you are a ping pong player, the further away from table for good, return shots.
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Loosen belt/button when men start to eat.
Coffee doesn't have to stay hot at home to dip in chocolate goodies.
Mix eggs for frying with bread, strawberries , slice peaches. etc.
Chocolate pudding always a good dessert.
Crumble crackers into oatmeal in A.M. Takes the place of slice of bread.
A stronger paper clip, bent differently, to hold 25 to 50 pages. No staple.
Or, double clip to hold all these papers. Top and left side.
Ladies bra should not show nipples.
A Holocost book showing death camps under the Nazis. For young readers.
Send Joy Cards to family, friends, etc. No birthday, no holiday. Friendship gesture.
Colorful ladies ankle socks. Attract attention.
Or, two different designs for men's socks, same colors, each side.
Or, men's colorful socks to wear with colorful shorts.
When Microwave is finished, don't stand in front of open door.
Gorilla tape should not tear at sides, when using.
Digitalize your many family pictures into a DVD tape, before you pass away.
Gas for golf carts should be cheaper.
$$ bills on wrist band for new watch.
Sleep cap for Seniors. Keeps gray hair curly and warm.
A Jewish Star of David on your visor when you are driving.
Who to call on C-phone in emergency, very visible in glove compartment.
Or, a sign which says HELP in case you do not have C-phone.
An assortment of paper clips along with safety pins in same box.
Small children should learn to eat with silverware, not with their hands.
Green folding strips for supermarket packaging can be used in many other ways.
Easiest and safest way to carry a purse is under the armpit.
Use arthritic ointment before applying ankle, knee or back pads.
Or, also apply on hands, wrists when using ointment.
Toilet paper on sink next to toilet is helpful.
A wider and deeper spoon for cereals with milk.
A magnet in golf hole to attract magnetic balls. Not for pros.
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To loosen stool in toilet, plunger or "snake" should be available.
If men with thin calves in summer time, can thicken calves with padded socks.
Or, wear socks up to the knees which appear to thicken calves, for men.
Seniors have to be reminded fuses in the cars they drive.
Don't pick your nose too much. May bleed, and bloody your pillow.
Double the size of a bicycle seat for Seniors, using bike near home.
Or, should be a speedometer on bicycle to keep going slow.
Or, a heavier rod to hold bicycle by itself.
Or, able to inflate bicycle tires with hand pump.
A$$ bill pasted on 4 year graduation cap.
White color jeans for ladies very appropriate.
Wine glasses should not tip over, if placed atop strong magnetic coaster.
Grapes for medical purpose grown and packaged in special boxes.
Strawberries alone can be your dessert.
Two handles on coffee cup, even invented centuries ago, still viable.
Sunglasses not necessary for ladies every day. A hat/cap just as good.
Eat less, exercise more to lose weight.
A man' s large stomach not so obvious wearing a suit and vest.
Ladies look very dressy at social affair wearing a dressy hat.
When you buy China made products, ask to see how it works before buying.
Why should wrist watches be so complex and expensive? Tell time/date is enough .
An alarm sounds if child ventures back into pool by himself.
Or, don' t allow children near the pool after family returns to house. Lock sliding door.
A pool table at home. Add covers to open pockets and it becomes billiard table.
2-3 layer wedding ring, topped by diamond.
Two bicycles can hang on wall in garage.
5-wheel desk chair has to have arms to lift yourself up.
Or, rigid wheels lock in before you sit down.
Or, you may fall if wheels move sitting down.
A ping pong table, raise or lower net.
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Two-piece women's bathing suit, no Bikini. More proper.
Small shower stool has place for soap pocket on side of the seat.
Or, feet massager with plenty of soap in plastic container.
After knee injury, one knee pad is suitable, but can switch to other leg.
After heavy storms, check for leaks all around, even closets.
Too much fuss about ladies eyes, eyebrows, etc.
A Hebrew Bible history equal to the common Bible.
Ladies carry 2 purses. One around shoulder, other around waist.
Or, wear jeans with pockets like men for credit card, wallet.
Or, ladies know which credit card to use and place in shirt pocket.
Ladies can repair cracked nails with emery board, then add nail polish.
A center tooth painted red for ladies at local fun fair, to attract attention.
Decorative buttons on jeans above crotch. Loosen or tighten, no belt.
A skinny belt on ladies jeans is more suitable than too wide a belt.
A portable hammock for your back yard.
Or, it can be taken into the house for a snooze.
When you come to a long red light in your car, look around you.
Maybe older married couples should share the same bed only 2-3 times a week.
A large sausage in a hot dog roll with plenty ingredients.
Make eraser on pencil work better rubbing on carpet or clothes, etc.
Ladies, when wearing Bikinis, paste a colorful butterfly on belly button.
Jewish wine bottles are easier to open. No cork to remove. Just screw on & off.
Older cars with longer fronts and bumpers were safer then, then today' s models.
Wash blood from hankies as quickly as you can.
If foreign crew rebels take over cruise ship, passengers should fight back.
Or security forces on top of ship regain power.
Check book difficult to write the amount if too narrow, skip a line.
Senior ladies, if you have wrinkles, than your hair is the attraction.
Not a good idea to drink coffee or soda in car. You may have to go to bathroom.
Hold onto top of umbrella if very windy.
Smaller ice bag should clip around knees, ankles, etc. Not to keep holding by hand.

IDEAS - October 5, 2011

16,877. A small tracker in woman's purse, if bad guy grabs purse and runs.
878. Pick your nose with hankie, absorbing material. Get rid of bad habit.
879. Or, many drivers pick noses at red light, until green?
880. At red light, drivers should look around at other cars near by.
881. Tum handle of cane to make it magnetic, to pick up anything, than handle restored.
882. Small picture screws for hanging on wall, it's better than nails.
883. Flip open bedding sheets and blankets to air out bed after sleeping.
884. Ladies, don' t put too much into your purse.
885. Or, weight on your back and shoulders is too much.
886. Or, before ladies leave home they should check every item in the purse they carry.
887. Or, ladies should have a buttoned back pocket for wallet.
888. Hebrew History book, like The Bible, printed on the cover.
889. Or, historic Hebrew quotes from the Bible. Special book printed in English.
890. Did Jesus speak in Hebrew to all those he met?
891. Married life is wonderful for young couples. You have someone to come home to.
892. The band on the watch has the name of mate printed for full view all the time.
893. Seniors can enjoy the benefits of a cruise on T.V. visiting foreign countries.
894. Or, without the fatigue of packing, walking, airplane searches, etc.
895. Keep changing the pendant on ladies necklace.
896. After Seniors visit departed mate in cemetery, "I'll meet you in Heaven."
897. Or, Seniors remember their favorite love song during visit in cemetery.
898. Ginger ale will wash away blood stains.
899. Call your local synagogue if you have doubts about a Hebrew Bible. In Hebrew.
900. Ladies must have separate bathrooms, if financially able.
901. Or, vanities for the ladies.
902. If painting your wall too dark or too light, can change color after a few days.
903. The chain on ceiling fans should be thicker, the handle decorative.
904. Ice cube tray can have different sizes and shapes.
905. A thin pencil inside a hard cover book, available for notes.
906. Remove door bells from your Condo. No solicitors . Call in advance.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 11,2011
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Apply liquid medicine on men's nails on feet if appear grey & worn.
Or, while you are at it, apply Ben Gay to bottom of feet, ifthey ache.
Soft cushions in back of front seat driver, less impact if accident.
Young couples can care for each other, yet break-ups are very common.
A home exerciser for hands/ankles should also include knees.
Why not a fountain pen with a ink eraser?
Go very limp, relax, when doing bio-feedback.
Hold plunger at the toilet a little longer to make sure waste goes through.
A way to keep sheets and covers in place for A.M. adjustment.
Iron door in big home prints out the words WELCOME, vertical and horizontal.
Or, pictures of couple-owners enmeshed in iron or steel on the front door.
Attractive corners on fine rug in hallways.
A ladies ring can have snap-in jewels to change appearance of the ring.
Home owners, together in wooded area, can spray trees to prevent fires near home.
Old-time bumpers in front and rear of cars is still very effective.
An imitation moon in backyard can be pivoted to show small, medium, full moon.
Moister in dense fog by home owners to stop spread of fire in trees near by?
Arms on leather recliner should be much higher.
Foot rest on recliner can pull out for longer legs, and exercise.
Awnings for homes for the patio can be extended.
Seniors can ask college students to assist in home duties, while they pay no rent, etc.
When guests arrive, the window shades should be open to brighten home.
A large clock in guest's room.
The construction of new cars allows older cars to bounce off with little damage?
A dramatic sculpture in home of happy family with kids, like No. Dakota sculpture.
If beautiful design in layouts in home, too fancy to live in.
Or, why see fancy designs in homes with Christian cross. Seldom see Hebrew Star?
A buoyant swim suit for youngsters in home pool to yell for safety.
Or, a CPR machine near pool to do a better job restoring child.
Or, the word ''NO" at gateway for pool, if child alone. A locked gate is better.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 14, 2011
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Two jewels, vertically, worn on necklace above cleavage.
Or, a half dozen pieces of jewelry on necklace, or whatever.
An American rug, not Oriental, of historic value.
Why should new cars be so sleek? Easy to be indented.
Ice cream cones should have a center "shelf' in center of cone. Catch drippings.
A travel book of famous places for children to color onto. Learn.
Or, continuous outline of father/mother for children to color, keep changing colors.
Small pens to clip on shirt pocket. With writing pad.
A souvenir board in child's room for baseball, sports, pictures, tickets, etc.
Your feet have to be protected in impending car crash. How?
Jello or chocolate pudding on a cone. A chocolate cone.
Women are not judged if they dress casual going shopping.
New sneakers could make Seniors spring along. Good for endurance.
Raisins, nuts, fruits, etc. in oatmeal.
Cookies on kitchen table, reminder for Seniors to drink with milk.
Instead of couples going out, expensive, visit each other but check on children, bed.
Life belts on boats not enough. A life raft has to be available, if taking on water.
Waterproof cushion in back of bath tub to lean back and enjoy.
A heavy meat sandwich, the bottom bun is curled up to hold contents.
Eating a 2" pastrami sandwich is too much. Should be a third rye bread for extra meat.
If small boat sinks, it is buoyant and turns over so victims could hold onto bottom.
Life belts can be made into a floating raft, with feet above water?
Wear gloves to bed, in case arms are exposed to cold.
Banks know they will be robbed. Give out fake money, drawer. Robber in a hurry.
The seat of a bicycle tilts downward. Helps the groin area.
A rigid clamp on bottom of drinking glass/cup, so it will not spill. Sticks to table.
Couples share a bottled drink with two straws.
"The whole world is open to you if you think Creatively."
A loose button on top of ladies jeans attracts attention.
Or, top 8-12" long of ladies jeans can be decorative.
Or, jeans for men/women worn daily don't have to be colored blue.
The belly button worn by Bikini gal should be colored same, pasted on.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 18, 2011
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Front car window automatically turns darker if strong sun keeps hitting it.
Once the walnut shell is broken, can break the walnut like a pill cutter.
If you know your date very well, put a flower between her cleavage.
Why not feet air bag also if head on crash?
Or, the higher the front of a car, the safer the driver.
Or, the front window of a car does not shatter, it breaks loose whole.
Or, are car frames made of plastic or light steel? Steel would be better.
A dollar bill on chain of ceiling fan.
Paint the corners of a room or duct tape 12" to change appearance of room.
The remotes for computers/T.V. set can always be placed in pocket near chair.
An electric shaver just around chin can save full shave every day.
A cardigan sweater suitable for social affairs. With pockets.
The smaller the car the more damage to occupants in the crash.
Wine bottles without heavy paper cover and cork, better with screw on top.
In NFL, interfering with pass receiver is a violation and danger to both.
When sex is on a woman's mind, she can forget about eyebrows, hair, etc.
Ladies type jeans always looks smart with no belt and loops.
The higher the eyebrows, the more attractive ladies eye, appearance.
A vest atop shirt, worn with jeans. Nice look.
Or, men hardly wear jeans unless they are at work.
Or, men' s jeans do not have to be tight.
Plastic screw top on beer bottles. Can cover and drink more, on and off.
A heavier frame around an umbrella, to keep intact in windy rain.
Seniors, are more convinced that they'll meet their mate in Heaven.
Sex is on a ladies mind, when she wears short shorts, high heels in Supermarket.
The point of ladies high heel is jeweled.
Special handle for eating nuts, twisted and the nuts are cut to eat easier.
If Jesus Christ were alive today, he would have very little influence.
When you order a sandwich, they should give you a piece of fruit for protein.
Cars with 4 stroke, or 2 stroke engines can use less gas and get more MPG.
A built-in heating system for jackets in winter time .
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17,000. An extra leather glove finger at wrist, to replace worn out fingers on work gloves.
01. A fountain pen can have a easer on top, even if it's ink.
02. A new remote for VHS, DVD, T.V. should have instructions on C-phone.
03. There is room enough to make license plates larger and bolder.
04. In tool set, why not be able to turn bolt rods larger and smaller? Twist.
05. Cigars that don't blow smoke or bad inhale ingredients. For show only.
06. Why does Obama go to Ireland to show Irish roots? His family was born in Kenya.
07. Is it possible that cars can one day also fly?
08. Or, there is always a small parachute on the plane, if in danger of collapsing?
09. Or, leading a convoy in Mid-East to detect IEDs. Planes can detect and explode them.
10. Or, A helicopter should be able to fly to safety if one wing is shot down?
11. Or, a flying car (when that day comes), does not need a runway and can lift off.
12. Why isn' t there a detector attached to front of army trucks that detect IEDs in road?
13. An easier way to open a plastic-encased item you buy. A razor is risky.
14. Or, use pointed pliers or scissors.
15. Lifting 3 lb. dumbbells feels like 5 lbs. as you lift.
16. Cloth in center of dumbbells vary the weights.
17. A spiral stair is good leg circulation, but can be risky.
18. Or, a spiral stair could be for show only.
19. When a man urinates into toilet, the more bubbles the better. Stronger.
20. Full red lips on a young lady is irresistible.
21. A small thin purse worn on ladies jeans. Clipped on.
22. Or, clipped on the belt of jeans to secure purse.
23. Lady Gaga, Whoopie Goldberg, Queen Latifah are phonies, as their names.
24. Lasers on flashlight to ring doorbells, if Seniors fall during a walk.
25. A golf ball in the hands of Senior with a tremor, to make eating easier. Grip better.
26. A metal wrist band tightens to reduce tremor while eating.
27. Even if you don't sleep fully, your body is resting.
28. Advantage to think creatively. It keeps your mind and body active.
29. Even in bed if you think of a good idea, get out of bed and write it down.
30. Transition lenses not as good as normal sunglasses.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 29, 2011
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Why can' t a flap-board be lowered by helicopter to rescue victims in water?
Or, the float device has straps to secure them as they are raised to safety.
The smaller the wheels, the lighter the car, more MPG.
How could there be a Five Star Safety Crash in new cars?
Or, it all hinges on the driver.
To advertise jeans worn by men is not necessary.
If helicopter mission is at night, lights have to flash to alert victims. Rescue is near.
Wooden toothpicks should bend, or be very thin.
Press the face of the Gorilla head, and the glue comes out. Slowly.
A wounded soldier's artificial hand or arm should be of material matching his skin.
New cars should be alerted to potential danger in a split second.
Or, driver should know in a split second that he' s in a dangerous spot. Seek safety.
Or, air bags should also protect legs from injury.
Or, an instant red danger light flashes on dashboard.
Or, the car doors should protect passengers inside crash.
Or, air bags in a crash, should also protect co-pilot sitting next to driver.
Or, co-pilot is essential to alert driver of potential hazard.
Or, driving a new car is not for the thrill. Safety is more important.
Or, you can't control another car hitting you, but you can control the results.
Or, the windows should not shatter in mild impact.
Or, the trunk of car to carry tire inflations, first aid kit, necessary tools, etc.
Internet is advertising boats, cars, planes, etc. But you have to go and see before buy.
Unpleasant commercial phone conversation, should call back to make amends.
Only on a motorcycle, the seat springs driver up and out of the way of crash.
Or, an air bag to protect motorcycle driver.
Spending thousands of dollars on equipment, for 4 minutes of exercise, is foolish.
When a handyman is under his car in his garage, double weight is essential to hold car.
If a small screw keeps turning, can't tighten, add a little glue.
Duct tape should not tear.
A glove used to hammer to protect fingers.
A double edge saw with two different size teeth, when you turn it over.
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17,062. Motorcycle accidents occur when cars can not see them,
063. Or, motorcycles should have plenty of lights to be seen at night by cars.
064. Or, motorcycles should go slower.
065. Or, prohibited from driving between lanes.
066. A hand saw, blades thicker by handle, thinner at end.
067. A liquid box under the car to penetrate exhaust pipes, to reduce pollution.
068. The GPS should worn drivers that a motorcycle is driving between lanes.
069. Very thick tires to reduce flats. Expensive.
070. There has to be a way to stop forest fires at the beginning.
071. An air bag for driver's feet.
072. Don' t throw away last weeks newspaper. Interesting to see what you missed.
073. Or, give a pile of newspapers to Supermarket, dated and free, if old.
074. To stop smoking, try sucking candies with taste of cigarettes.
075. A helicopter can quickly check new fires and report back.
076. The words "In Heaven" atop picture of deceased mate.
077. A missile directed at early forest fire to destroy the fire.
078. As you open hood of car, there is a battery recharger on the curve of hood.
079. Or, you can just check the battery with wires from the new battery.
080. The tires have to be designed, strong, to avoid flats.
081. One side of razor blade thicker, to prod opening objects.
082. Owner/driver of an electronic cars can bring unknown problems.
083. Sign at your favorite gas station, "Free battery charge after you fill up."
084. $1.00 fill-up when you go back to hardware store where you bought it.
085. Too many racing cars in the track causes a lot of accidents.
086. What a difference a new day brings after a good night's sleep.
087. Cars should not be capable of driving fast or thrilling. Safety first.
088. A Co-pilot next to driver reduces chances of accidents.
089. Baseball runner heading home should not dive into catcher. Runners stand up.
090. A robot sitting alone in car prevents robbery or stolen car.
091. Patent pending of my Ideas?
092. The American Flag flying in the wind should be double thick to prevent tearing.
093. An electric water heater should be drained and checked once a year.
094. Parking car in garage correctly is not that easy. You need a hanging ball to hit.
095. Check tires more often in summer.
096. Urinate on the next pack of cigarettes you buy, and you'll stop smoking.

IDEAS - NOVEMBER 4, 2011

17,097. Have your car mechanic show where fuses are. Always carry a Yz dozen glove dept.
098. Put less powerful spark plugs, so you can' t go too fast.
099. There should be a Senior section in Popular Science/Popular Mechanics.
100. Place a Smart Phone/I-pad next to dead battery. You' ll see what to do?
101. Keep carrying a C-phonc in your car when driving, w/gas station's phone numbers.
102. A robot can be a Co-pilot in your car.
103. Or, control by owner if in restaurant.
104. Or, can tell if car broken into or being stolen.
105. Or, help stop car automatically if car in danger of accident.
106. Or, give robber an electric shock iftrying to break into car.
107. Or, the robot can be man-sized or smaller.
108. Or, digitally help driver if danger threatens the car.
109. If you go to restaurant during game intermission, you'll get half price.
110. Try drinking bottle of beer with a straw. Avoid foam . Might taste better?
111. Taste does not matter when drinking beer.
112. An aspirin dissolves in mouth next to bed, if feel heart trouble. Sit up.
113. Make the couches in your living room into double beds for visitors.
114. Wipe any minor damage to your car with a clear cloth, same color as car.
115. Protect your I.D. with zippers in side pockets and rear pockets. Buttons still good.
116. Deter burglars with signs all around home, "You are being taped."
117. A soft foam 4" sponge mattress can make your bed very comfortable. No backaches.
118. Or, buy two for each side of queen/king double bed.
119. Or, it's remarkable that no backache occurs after sleeping.
120. Art work is an enigma when painting the magnificent Grand Canyon, Eiffel Tower,etc.
121. Anti-smokers should sell the pack, then tell you how to destroy it.
122. Seniors should be able to ride up and down spiral stairways.
123. Or, for exercising legs, Seniors should stop halfway and walk halfway up.
124. A golf cart is adaptable for any small community.
125. Men should not wear thongs at beach. Wear a full bathing suit.
126. Learn the history of our Revolutionary War, Civil War, WWII to know the USA.
127. When June 61h arrives, young people don' t know it is D-Day. (Invasion of France.)
128. When drinking whiskey, lines around glass tell how much you should drink. Mixing.
129. An ice cream cone with hole in middle of ice cream for chocolate syrup.
130. A paper basket near desk which crunches papers down.
131. Soap as sun screen. Wash yourself with protective soap before going out on beach.
132. An extra large wine bottle to eat delicious fruits in the morning.
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If a small boat is in rough seas, pontoon- balloons are released on each side for balance.
Or, if small boat turns over the boat, the pontoons can be held onto by victims.
On heavy pancakes, scrambled eggs can be in center along syrup.
Critical wounded soldier laying in bed should have available I-pads, Smart phones, etc.
A small baby banjo for 3-5 year olds to play with.
A pencil with a eraser important for every desk.
The monster mayhem on T.V. commercials way out ofline.
Wrenches, two sizes top and bottom, two additional sizes in middle. Adjustable.
There has to be a way to diffuse smoke over forest fire, so planes can do their job.
Or, fires at homes put out immediately. Why not the start of forest fires?
Or, trees near homes have to be sprayed with retardant all year, to stop forest fires.
Flossing, brushing teeth 2 to 3 times without tooth paste is just as good.
The cap on beer bottle can be restored. If you had enough.
Or, a glass of water near by, to prevent getting drunk.
The shape/fit of bras are important to women. And to men.
A salad, which women enjoy going out together, can be loaded with calories.
A good way to get rid of headaches is bio-feedback.
Reading a woman's magazine is confusing. So many minor, small details.
A Bikini at the beach makes all women to be seen.
Or, a full bathing suit by older women could be very attractive at the beach.
Sign on Supermarket fruit dept."Eat one small tomato, and you' ll buy a lot".
After a good evacuation, and you feel good, put a yellow smiling face on toilet.
It's great to be alive and feel good at age 90, and more.
The NBA finals are sensational to watch. The best competitive sport to watch.
Almonds should be sold chipped. Seniors can't bit into them.
Women face danger wearing hi-heels in car. Can' t control pedals.
A foam or a retardant used by firemen on ground to destroy fire on the ground?
Once a wooden floor is put down, it can be made lighter/darker.
Rough waves in home pool, when child alone sneaks out. Waves scare him.
The center of wrist watch clearly shows what date/day it is, larger type.
The excitement of speed in a new car is not foremost. Safety, precaution first.
Steps get narrower on top of spiral staircase. Hold on with two hands.
A lighter finish for kitchen hard wood floors.
Or, wood finishes on kitchen cabinets match hard wood floor.
Four door knobs on front door, to confuse robbers.
The poles holding masts could be made free to float, helping victims in water.
Bed sheets same color as drapes.

IDEAS - NOVEMBER 11 , 2011

17,169. Every ad that says "Save 50%, or 75%" is F.O.B.
170. Why doesn' t the golf caddie keep the pool in the hole, as golfer is putting?
171. It's dangerous to use Smart phones in public places. Ladies have to look around them.
172. Prominent men wearing suits look foolish without a tie.
173. Stand-up every half hour if you have circulation problems.
174. A small helicopter to fly over the beginning of forest fire, to determine what' s needed.
175. Why buy movies, sports, games, music, when digital T.V. provides them?
176. Or, buy your selection of favorite music on your D.V.D.
177. Or, your favorite music can be with a head phone in a gym, shopping, etc.
178. The over-use of technical gadgets by younger people is a waste of time.
179. You can buy two expensive tires, keep switching, for safety.
180. Electric cars do not have to look modern. At beginning, they can look small & old.
181. If golf cru.ts use mostly gas, not electricity, don't mfrs. wise up?
182. Less expensive cars, smaller, use less gas and are safe. Mfrs. should know this.
183. Why must you watch portable T.V. on your laptop/Smart phone? Look around you.
184. Foot exercise under your desk, when you work.
185. An open collar with a suit, can have an open tie.
186. False hands, not human, touch passengers. No one offended. Yet, signals if a weapon.
187. Soccer goalie can wear springs in sneakers, to protect goal.
188. Double doors for security men to detect suicide bombers, even in Supermarkets, etc.
189. Sneezing might stop coughing.
190. Don' t look at other drivers at red light, or engage in conversation.
191. Comtesy on the road is vital for safety.
192. The technical stories and pictures in Popular Science/Mechanical is too complicated.
193. Study American history again and again for students.
194. Why use a Laptop on beach or on vacation?
195. Put a special metal disc in wallet or purse. Can be blown up if stolen by your key chain.
196. Step into a complete bathrobe towel, including slippers, after your bath/shower.
197. Can light bulbs be restored when blown out, by pressing down while in socket.
198. Rub a bad pencil eraser with a good one.
199. Playing poker, deal out 7 cards each. Throw away 2, then bid.
200. Smoke is lighter than air. Heat makes it rise. Cannot smother fire.
201. To stop cigarette smoking, smoke a cigar wino smoke inhale. Temporarily.
202. Men can dance with a cane in right hand. Lead lady with left hand, or use cane.
203. A steel bumper behind your car, not rubber, colored like your car.
204. All wrist watches should be able to inform you of date today.
205. A small portable piano/guitar available to children, to perhaps learn.
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Join, or create, a patent group in Sun City.
Or, any creative group or club.
A life raft that you can lay down or sit up without being in water?
Hershey chips into morning cereals, including fruits.
A small tooth brush in ladies purse.
If women choose to wear skirt at work, they have a dressier look.
Campbell soup in a large drinking glass is very suitable.
The parents of divorced couple, w/children, not so quick to take care of them.
What will you do with your savings if you are facing death. Sharing with whom?
Forks can be larger and heavier for Seniors with tremor when eating.
Teenagers reading books, magazines, better offthan C-phones, to be educated.
You can bury the ashes of your deceased mate in back yard. Nobody need to know.
Chicken wings sold at a local bar for 25c, along with a drink.
There should be an easier way to make toilet seat paper stick to toilet, when sitting.
You can go back to school to get high school degree on line.
Or, college degree on line.
Or, even a nurse or technical degree.
There are too many lawyers and law suits.
If a bad guy kills ten people and is on trial, who pays for his lawyer? He may be broke.
Or, too much advertising by lawyers, indicating you can sue anybody, anytime.
Breakfast does not have to be eggs or cereals. You can eat leftovers from last night.
Answer your business phone Saturday and Sunday, if you advertise 7/24.
Headaches can be eliminated by bio-feedback.
Or, taking naps and long sleep.
Nothing wrong with belly fat , if hubby or spouse don't care.
If young men can wear the same outfit to school for a week, why can' t young ladies?
Or, as young ladies grow older style is more important.
If Senior ladies want a companion, look into a man's face more often and smile.
Seniors don't need 1-pad or Blackberries, iftheir minds are active with club activities.
Fork and a big spoon together. eat more with each.
Seniors don' t need Smart phones to tell them everything happening in the world.
Burn less fuel in your car by using less engine power.
Men can wear the same old pants every day. Just change your shirt. No jeans.
Men, your hair out of a shower looks more clean and smooth.
Make the ladies belly button look like an eyebrow, when wearing Bikini.
Men actually look sloppy in torn jeans and sloppy shirt.
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17, 242, A Co-pilot essential in car with driver. Small brake, horn, etc.
243. Or, the word Co-pilot printed on dash in front of passengers seat.
244. Or, similar to training instructor teaching kids to get a car license.
245. Tooth brush bristles should be larger for Seniors, who cannot floss.
246. When you pay cash/check for food, not credit cards, you' ll buy less junk.
247. A smaller wheel in back bicycle, for Seniors, to go slow and safe.
248. A steel bumper in front of new car. Colored same as car.
249. Or, the front window of car in a crash does not break into small pieces.
250. Or, the window pops out in one piece, in a crash.
251. You can't beat a Bikini at the beach to attract attention. Awesome.
252. Curvy body with big breasts is the attraction.
253. Dip cookies into chocolate pudding. Delicious even with your finger.
254. Tattoos on the body anywhere is not attractive.
255. Or, on men tattoos look stupid.
256. Or, tattoos should be able to be removed easily, if bad comments.
257. After a good evacuation in toilet, you're ready for snacks, errands, exercise, etc.
258. Disruptive children should have their day at home. One bad child, one day, okay.
259. Curved tennis racket, one inch around, for more power.
260. Try Ensure Plus for one week to gain weight.
261. Rub the top of both ears, and it may help your weak legs?
262. Or, rub the inside of both ears to reduce backache?
263. It's time for young men to stop growing beards.
264. Instead of a bottle ofwater, try Pepsi or Coke.
265, Or, orange juice or milk.
266. Five DVD popular songs which you like is enough for car music. Over and over.
267. Hotel rates should advertise special family rates in off season. Again and again.
268. Your brain can be more active if you look around, take notes, be creative.
269. A woman' s voice is harder to discern on T.V. and radio.
270. GPS in cars should be up to date. No wrong turns into nowhere.
271. 1-pads, too much information for protestors to contact each other.
272. Let triage nurse give you bits of information before seeing doctor.
273. Drinking water from the tap is good for you.
274. Or, why spend lots of money on bottle water.
275. When you check in at a classy hotel, you can feel you are on a cruise.
276. What is romantic sex? Don't ask men. Only the women know.
277. Stick larger colored pins in wall, to hang pictures.

IDEAS - NOVEMBER 29,2011
17, 278.
279.
280.
281.
282.
283.
284.
285.
286.
287.
288.
289.
290.
291.
292.
293.
294.
295.
296.
297.
298.
299.
300.
301.
302.
303.
304.
305.
306.
307.
308.
309.
310.
311.
312.
313.

to

A "wise man" in Sun City. Answers all your questions. Contribute $5.
fund.
Huge bagel sliced in three. The smaller slice has scrambled eggs on top.
Jewish hot dogs are good, at Costco. Or any street vender.
There has to be an easier way for wheelchair Senior to use bathroom.
Staying at home in your Senior years instead of Nursing Home is better.
Half price for Seniors who go on cruise and can't go sight seeing.
Seniors going to Best Buy to learn Smart Phones, 1-pads.
Pizza sellers advertise No Tipping in five to ten mile phone delivery.
Or, delivery men carry cheap prices for Pepsi, Coke.
There should be many benches for Seniors to rest in large Supermarkets.
The Cell phone should not be used by Co-pilot in car.
Why must new cars be part electric to save gas? Why not run on less engine power?
No dark eyeglass frames on the side. Blocks side vision.
Forest fires can be stopped immediately by planes using water/retardant immediately.
Motorcycles riders have to be alert passing every car.
Or, the brakes are essential.
Or, riding between car lanes is risky. Don't know if driver goes off lane.
Kids climbing walls in Mall, the stones are 6 or 7 continents.
You can be happy in a instant, looking at childhood pictures of your beloved in 1-pad.
The picture ofthe Grand Canyon on your living room wall can keep changing w/button.
A baseball bat, weight, choosing for home runs, hits, bunts, etc?
In NBA, a dunk pass and shot should be 3 points.
A NHL hockey stick curved for single shot, to bounce off goalie.
A shoulder bag is most adaptable.
During sports commercial, the score should be given at bottom.
Even if one blade in hit, chopper propellers should function until safe.
Special life- saving jacket keeps victims warm for longer period of time, until rescue.
A 10 foot wall around neighborhoods in the wilderness, subject to fires.
Walk on water? Floatation device for your feet standing up, in the pool.
Doughnuts sold like candy.
Can a large ship like the Queen Mary, if hits an iceberg, sink with today's technology?
Why should kids in back of car look at T.V.? They'll never know to drive to GTandma.
Leave 1" of duck tape open for next job. Fold over.
Dress your fake doggie with shirt, sneakers, etc.
The advice given to mothers/children in ladies magazines are sometimes foolish.
Tomato soup with cracker and cheese is a good way to start your day.

IDEAS - DECEMBER 2, 2011

17, 314. Look at the local news with your children, to see how alert they are.
315. A leash for dogs used by Seniors on bicycle.
316. Ballroom dancing may help autistic children or adults.
317. Or, autistic kids could actually be happy. They accept their misfortune.
318. Leaving restaurant with a box of food should include a doughnut.
319. Buy any cheap singer/group. The more you play them, the better they sound.
320. Enemy bullets can not stop remaining propeller blades from rotating?
321. Or, inside the cockpit has to be bullet proof.
322. Everyone leaving any store should be checked for contents in bags and receipts.
323. Or, after checking with cashier, bad guys return to aisles and steal more.
324. Wear stronger boots when forcing spade into the ground.
325. The umbrella rod should be heavier, stronger.
326. Or, the metal rods holding umbrella open also stronger.
327. No spray. Just open the bottle and the fumes attract insects into bottle.
328. In rollover car, don't break windows. Release seat belt, doors open.
329. A drinking glass round and heavy at bottom so it won't tilt over.
330. You don't have to read magazines to solve physical problems. You know your body.
331. You can lower or exchange arch supports in sneakers/shoes.
332. Two holes for shoelaces next to each other for tighter fit.
333 . Or, springy stretchy shoe laces.
334. Ladies, can wear men' s shirts as pajamas tops in bed.
335. Or, she gets his fragrance from his shirt.
336. Two chairs next to each other for double arm rest.
337. Young girls sitting and playing with long hair in waiting room. Bored?
338. Or, if they have an 1-pad that's all she cares about.
339. Why throw away paper cups for water or coffee? Reuse them.
340. Women shopping for errands carrying very large purses, look foolish.
341. Back of sneakers should fit tight.
342. Call newspapers to produce my ideas daily, 365 items. All new, original.
343. Eyeglass frames extend all around ears, for hearing aid.
344. Write a poem about my hitting age 90.
345. Different colors of scissor fingers to tell how strong they will cut.
346. When a product says easy instructions on the Internet, Seniors are in trouble.
347. When nail clippers touch the skin, the clipper turns red to prevent bleeding.
348. Tooth picks used after every meal to prevent cavities.
349. Jurors in a murder case must feel guilty if they send a woman to death. Women on jury.
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IDEAS - DECEMBER 9, 2011

17, 350. Close your day with good urination. Start your day with good urination.
351. Female bath towel made into a robe, with cap for her hair.
352. Young kids using 1-pads, C-phones, even Internet, are getting dumber.
353. Or, you cannot compete with books, history books, magazine articals.
354. A button on men's shirt pocket can secure thin wallet with credit cards.
355. Buy new set of pencils with guarantee that erasers will function.
356. Or, if an eraser does not work, you discover the right material to rub against.
357. Use a large screw to get a hole started for nails and hammering.
358. Baseball cap comes with ear plugs to hear better, to amplfy sound.
359. Small, folded magnifier in pocket or purse.
360. A strong LED light carried by Seniors walking at night, can ring doorbell, if fall.
361 , Protect your valuables in a metal, fire proof box.
362. The lock flashes, a camera, when you lock the door and bad guy tries to get in.
363. A Cell phone is a good conection to police, fire depts. If power outage.
364. Or, emergency kit containing food, water, radio, flashlight.
365. In case you have to evacuate in heavy traffic, use plastic bag, toilet paper in glove comp.
366. The reason Al-queda is not attaching us again, is because our President in a Muslim.
367. Bench in shower should hold soap. More than one.
368. If soap slips on shower floor, let it lay there.
369. A plastic, portable back of toilet seat, makes you bend over, easier to go.
370. The bottom of a adjustable toilet seat which touches floor reads, "touch here to go."
371. A suction hand grip to get out of bathtub may be risky.
372. Hygiene soap, medicated, cleans skin and helps remove wrinkles.
373. A medicated tape placed over ladies lips, can remove small, unwanted hair.
374. A red handkerchief which does not show blood when wiping bloody area.
375. Or, bloody patch wipes offwith water, then bandage with lots of pressure.
376. If you dance with your wife all the time, you are bound to create new steps.
377. The white printing on tires will tell you if tire is low or O.K.
378. Or, if you get a flat don't ride on rim and tire. May damage.
379. Or, buy new tires with white circled rim.
380. Is there a way to stop too many commercials on T.V. and radio?
381. Or, one after the other, lasting many minutes.
382. You can stop smoking if you try, try and investigate how it affects you lungs.
383. Or, a fake cigarette to inhale pure air into your lungs.
384. Or, chew medicated candy, which tastes like cigarettes.
385. A Cell phone for kids keep them from having fun with other kids outside.
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IDEAS - DECEMBER 14, 2011

17, 386. Co-pilot in car has binoculars to read street signs for GPS.
387. New sneakers with stretchy/springy shoe laces worth a try for comfort.
388. For Senior ladies, a gray hair wig is very impressive.
389. Looking at the art work of Jesus being born, with Father and Mother, impressive.
390. Chew a dental gum for 5 minutes after you brush teeth, urinate, etc.
391. To stop smoking, urinate on the next pack you buy. You won't put it in mouth.
392. If wearing a neck alarm, you can't go too far from home to use it.
393. If you are a smoker, put a cigar in mouth instead. You know it's ridiculous.
394. Kids under 10 do not need C-phones. Parents know where they are.
395. A noisy, wavy home pool when parents leave. Loud enough to sca re kids, alone.
396. For ladies, a slim purse when wearing slim jeans.
397. Double umbrella handle for strong protection in windy rain.
398. A large, glowing wedding ring for ladies who are married .
399. A larger clip behind ladies ears, to prevent long hair covering her eyes.
400. Boy-girl going out in shorts, both wear same decorative colors.
401. Pour a little wine into fruit bowl, for different wine taste.
402. A yellow smiling sticker in middle of bagel, smiling at you.
403. Drink tomato soup thru a straw.
404. Swallow a pill which ta stes like a cigarette in mouth. Gargle. Spit out.
405. Men make the jokes and kid around. Women don't.
406. Customer discount wh en you go back to sa me store, wearin g their outfit.
407. lug wrenches on a tire loosens when flat occurs?
408. 4-engine aircraft with extended wing tips, should send alarm if another plane near by.
409. A missile fired at USA, can be exploded in air by our missile exploding in many pieces.
410. Or, no direct hit may be necessary?
411. There has to be a way to lighten Gl back packs?
412. Or, one or two inch specia l air at bottom, lifts the load.
413. Tie 2 rubber bands together in 3, for stronger grip. Even if one breaks.
414. No sleek finishes on sides of new cars, in case of bump,
415. Your wallet lights up when you give credit card. light goes off when credit card returns
416. When you buy a complicated package in plastic, ask sales person to help you.
417. Spiral stair case only half way up. More regu lar steps follow.

IDEAS DECEMBER 20, 2011

17, 418.
419.
420 .
421.
422.
423.
424.
425.
426.
427.
428.
429.
430.
431.
432.
433.
434.
435.
436.
437.
438.
439.
440.

A man's t ee-shirt is enough for a ladies pajamas.
Have a cigarette box with picture of burned lungs, so you can throw it away.
New cars should not be for "riding glory." Safety first.
A slipper which med ically removes tingling and numbness in legs.
Electronic glove worn on top of fingers by TSA security. Fake. Won't offend people.
Trees make Sun City beautiful.
Or, you don't need grass to enhance the beauty.
A CPA sign attached to the gate of home pool.
How come go lf courses are not hit by tornadoes, dust storms, hurricanes?
American flags on f ront pockets of jeans.
More space between tables and chairs in public restaurants.
A head rest moves forward and back, to avoid serious inju ry in car crash.
Strong rubber bumpers all around new ca rs. For safety on impact.
Or, luxury not needed in new cars. Co-pilot and safety is more important.
Or, one careless driver on the road could change your life.
Drinking water south of the border is dangerous. Try canned soda.
Men, stuff your wallet into shirt pocket when shopping, if thin.
Non-uniform officers ca n circulate among illega ls, to detect them .
Or, circu late in businesses to round up illegals and arrest the owner of the business.
A big ocean liner if in crash, the top half floats off.
Use 1-pod to take pictures of head stone. Write hi story of deceased, w/photo to f riends away.
Or, when visiting the Grand Canyon, Eiffel Tower, etc. do t he same.
Or, if funeral service far away, they can also send you 1-pad pictures of t he service.

441.
442.
443.
444.
445.

Soap pads for a bathroom bath should be larger.

446.
447.
448.
449.

Wearing gloves in bed at night to keep hands warm.

Or, relaxing on foamy pad br ings soapy warm water to lay back and enjoy.
A chocolate eclair is t he perfect holiday dessert.
A bal loon ride for honeymoon couples, adds to the thrill.
When you twist, turn and tie two rubber bands, even if one breaks, it's still stronger.
Why not a kosher restaurant in Ireland? Waiter speak with Irish Brogue.
A small golf club w/flowers to stir your Margarita at a sports bar.
Or, even a t ennis racket or baseball bat, etc.

450. At a fancy resort, a bicycle ride around the area should make you feel at home.
451. No matter how many pictures you take of a scene, being t here you'll never fo rget.
452. Comfort is not your goal when you trave l. You w ant to see exciting things.
453. Don't venture out alone on surf board, when visit ing an isla nd's bay.
454. You cou ld lea rn to ride a simpler motorcycle on one of your trips, as natives do.
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IDEAS - DECEMBER 23, 2011

17,455. A wine bottle should be able to screw a cap after opening. No cork.
456. Or, you can take a Pepsi cap and try it on used wine bottle.
457. One or two helicopters atop cruise ship, for sight seeing and rescue.
458. Or, more life boats on decks of cruise ships.
459. If brakes don't work coming to red light, quickly used hand brake.
460. Or, another emergency brake circle, small, at bottom of floor.
461. Too many confusing gadgets for the driver in new cars.
462. The gas pedal only goes down to 75 MPH. No speeding. Can be released.
463. For bikers on a lonely forest trail, why not an active came ra to detect wild animals.
464. A child's bathing suit signals an alarm if alone in pool. With family alarm turned off.
465. Canopies over a pool lounge can be raised or lowered.
466. Round ice cubes.
467. The mind is available to a minority groups. They can use it to educate themselves.
468. A woman's wedding ring should be decorative, modestly.
469. Married couples get a break on adm ission to concerts or ball games.
470. For Seniors, the watch they're wearing can signal or beep certain physical ailments.
471. An open end wrench with more than two grippers. How about the center?
472. A 4" -6" hand saw, small, but strong.
473. Sunglass on top only for vision in sun. Bottom, clear, for reading or work.
474. At base of hammer, a small pick, to start a hole for nails or screws. Than use hammer.
475. The lower a car hood and engine, the less damage to driver in crash.
476. Look at your deceased picture of mate before you go to bed. Kiss him/ her good night.
477. Put a

on child after being in pool, back in the kitchen, but can sneak back to pool.

478. Shoes ca n be enlarged with soft leathe r on the sides. No bunions.
479. Air bags should be in back of front seats, to protect back passengers.
480. Hood of car does not fly open in minor crash.
481. Seats in cars are made of stronger material, to reduce trauma to the body.
482. Hold onto the rail s when going up and down stair case. Easy to slip and fall.
483. If your medical problem is not serious, consult a pharmacist.
484. If a penci l eraser does not work, try on carpet, pants, any cloth near by.
485. An open collar that can fit higher up on your neck if chilly. Like turtle neck.
486. Ladies wearing Bikinis going in and out ocean could pull up more material.
487. It's time for younger men to stop wearing short beards. A moustache will do.
488. The dirtier men look in jeans and a sloppy shirt, the more fashionable he appears?
489. Side mirrors in a car are critical from being side-swiped.
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IDEAS- DECEMBER 27, 2011

17, 490. You can do without the GPS constantly on your dashboard. It may disturb the driver.
491. A blanket at fo ot of Seniors favorite chair.
492. Falling asleep at your kitchen table or desk, you'll awake more energetic. 5 or 10 minutes.
493. If you anticipate being side swiped in your car, hit horn quickly and move to right.
494. Or, your GPS turns red, anticipating another ca r hitting you.
495. Or, Co-pilot hits horn and says, "quick, move right."
496. Or, have stronger side panels, not sleek and slim for good looks.
497. Men's Health magazine should have section for Seniors, with larger type faces.
498. If the capital I is a wrong font, the period during a long story should be bolder & bigger.
499. You don't have to stand after sitting a long time. You can stret ch your legs and move around.
500. Men's magazines have too many small type for Seniors to read.
501. Or, are readers so dumb, they have to see how a banana is peeled I
502. The greatest comfort and freedom is to believe in your self, and what you do.
503. Overcoming an illness before you see a doctor, spea k to a pharmacist or nurse.
504. Fruit-flavored drink to have strawberries, blueberries, etc. on the side.
505. Or, a chocolat e drink to enjoy with Hershey's.
506. Monotony in a forth com ing marriage should be considered.
507. Sun City drivers help other Sun City drivers when they are having trouble with car.
508. Your initials on your tie for specia l occasions.
509 . A red rim around tires. Ca n see if t ires are low.
510. Tighter, smaller strings on tenn is racquet.
511. Or, the strings can be looser for Seniors. Won' t have to chase ball.
512. Or, strings put in at a angle for more power.
513. Or, can loop better for abrupt shots.
514. A plain white T-shirt for men wearing jeans. Add pocket.
515. Or, add a cardigan sweater if it get co ld.
516. Men's dressy suit jacket and open shirt collar worn with jeans.
517. A new car for Seniors who will drive around Sun City for safety, less traffic.
518. When you buy a new car, you don't need all the gadgets. Cheaper to buy.
519. Protection of passengers in car is #1 in case of a crash.
520. Or, stronger doors and metal sides of car.
521. Seniors keep their old cars in good shape, rather t han buy a complex new car.
522. The brake petal should be larger and higher.
523. Press brake pedal lightly for red light. Shifts into another range for slow stop.
524. If on a raft after boat sinks, beams and signals can alert rescue planes and shi ps.
525. A shorter hood in new cars. Does not spring up in a light crash.

IDEAS - DECEMBER 30, 2011

17,526. Too much to look at dashboard, when driving new ca r.
527. The wheel of a new car should be larger. Not smaller.
528. Passing a huge truck is dangerous. Truck drivers turn on green light to show roa d is clear.
529. The head rest should move forward and back to keep head st eady.
530. License plate numbers should be larger and bolder if room to do so.
531. A short layer of springs across the whole sneakers, not just heels?
532. Co-pi lot next to driver, capable of applying quick short brake.
533. Air bag should keep drive r head f rom jolting back and forth in crash.
534. Cooling system should be able to avoid draft on f eet, if fe et are a problem to drivers.
535. Don't sell a weak, cheap tire. They all have to be strong and expensive.
536. Tire rack color of car.
537. Lug wrench bolts should loosen a bit when you get a f lat. Don't need strength to loosen.
538. Gas station pump should click to zero, before you pump gas, to be sure paying for full tank.
539. Too much t inting of front windows of car makes it tough for cops to see driver.
540. Or, headlights capable of cops looking into t runk of ca r ahead?
541. Or, how many people in t he car?
542. Inside yachts design furniture could be life rafts, just in case.
543. Or, decorative ceiling ca n be loose n also for life raft.
544. Or, the lounge chairs on deck ca n f loat to hold on to, until rescuers come.
545. Or, SOS immediately signaled to near by ships for help.
546. A can of paint with st eel divider to give too shades of color in one can.
547. With new gadgets on boats, they can signal if in trouble for planes/ships to find t hem.
548. There should be no attorney for violent criminal, with plenty of witnesses.
549. A police car should be strongly bui lt to minimize crashes.
550. The more pencils, pens, paper around your desk, the easier to note telephone calls.
551. Healthy Seniors is a blessing, wisdom, experience, overcoming minor health problems.
552. The longer t he front hood and engine, the less crash damage to driver in car.
553. Loosen pants zipper w hen seat ed in the car, for men. Comfort.
554. Tightening shoes laces for NBA players gives more lift.
555. Or, shoe laces made stretchable for NBA players. Sort of spring.
556. For Seniors, a companion of the opposite sex is convenient.
557. In a car crash, someone has to C-phone the po lice right away.
558. Is it possible for G. I. trucks to prevent lED explosion by wiping out all C-phones in area?
559. If car sta lls on highway flickering green light warns othe r cars of hazard.
560. Or, maybe it's best to keep your car in middle or right lanes.
561. Or, place orange pedesta ls around your damaged car.
562. Or, inf late yo ur tires with air pump.
563. Or, once you raise t he f lat with a jack, you can ride car on three w heels?

IDEAS -JANUARY 3, 2012

17,564. If you rid e a few feet with a tire flat, can the lug wrench loosen?
565. If a small yacht takes on water, the higher cabin co uld free itself and float.
566. Or, one or two f loating rafts in stern of yacht.
567. Or, sleep on the raft-type bed while yachting.
568. Or, the raft-bed can be used in an emergency.
569. Can buoyancy keep the top of the raft afloat, if taking on water?
570. Casual gloves for men, with fingers free.
571. Or, good for sleeping also.
572. Or, wearing socks is much better when going to bed.
573. A man's winter cap combined with heavy scarf.
574. Ladies eye glass fram es, fancy, different colors also on top.
575. The belt-holders on ladies jeans could be removed. No belt.
576. No GPS on dash board. It can be portable to use when you need to.
577. Or, it can clamped out of sight, elevat ed when you have to use it.
578. Men's watch w/Bikini clad ladies on the hour. Exaggerated at 3-6-9-12.
579. For police to get into closed door, a metal grasp to break door knob.
580. If brake peda l is low, it should show on dashboard.
581. Co-pilot vital if driver is drunk or on drugs. The passenger will know.
582. A plant with false$$ bills growing on leaves.
583. Cheer leaders who are hurled into air should wear some type of helmet.
584. When a man washes his face/shower, then applies lotion to please the ladies.
585. Heavy, springy shoelaces for men playing spo rts. Not for pros.
586. Springy sneaker heels. Not for pros.
587. A masculine spray for men working around ladies in office.
588. Cut a small circle in pizza for choice pasta eating, then cut apart as usual.
589. Or, special delicacy in center of pizza.
590. Men at social gathering with open collar apply false hair to chest to look manly.
591. A picture of new baby in wheel of new car to celebrate both.
592. For Seniors who love almonds, chop them up into cerea l.
693. Frozen meat balls, bake them, then add sauce with many flavors.
694. Luggage to put on plane, add bright colors to identify on the carousel.
695. Or, if too many luggage, place in cart to get to your car.
696. Or, must identify self by a person upon leaving luggage area.
697. Seniors, don't exercise or lift weights for muscle. Just to stay healthy, in shape.
698. Lean towards person that you don't hear too well.
699. Or, avoid expensive hearing aids if voices are clear enough.

IDEAS - JANUARY 6, 2012

17, 700. A heavier, th icker tires on cars. Protection. May cost more, but worth it.
701. Avoid your pet dog licking your lips.
702. Or, Later on you may want to kiss your mate. Ugh !
703. Just looking at NBA's sneakers, it looks li ke springy heels?
704. When delivering pizza, the order should have extra cup of sauce.
705. Or, double thick pizza. Make each section a meal in itself, with soda or beer.
706. A scouring pad to clean toi let bowl stains. Continuously.
707. Compose a love poem/love song about your lady partner. You will always hit a home run.
708. Seniors, wet a mop to clean tile floor in kitchen before a nap. Let mop dry outside.
709. Air freshener with sweet smell in living room watching T.V. A pleasant breeze.
710. The top lid of paint can, to hold wet brush.
711. Or, close the paint can again to keep it clean.
712. Smaller buckets fit inside a large bucket for smaller j obs.
713. Half hour news program on CBS, NBC, ABC should be one hour.
714. Or, too much news left out.
715. A small paint brush and paint holder given away f ree when expensive paint is sold.
716. Very tiny hole for Krazy Glue to press out and then cover.
717. Apply painters tape, any color, to corne rs of living room walls.
718. In hardware store, you can always ask for cheaper price if you buy two.
719. A sma ll LED flash light in every room.
720. Or, place in drawer so the f lash light in not in the way, and may get lost.
721. A power plunger if toilet gets stuck, but a snake is helpful.
722. A garden rake and shove l could be smaller and easier to handle.
723. Another finger sewn in leather gloves to be snapped into worn finger.
724. Ce ll/Smart phones in glove compartment, hot or co ld weather. You know it's there.
725. Or, remove from glove compartment when you sto p the car to listen to cell phone.
726. A serious affect of divo rce is coming home alone.
727. A laptop carried in back pack.
728. Or, carried in large ladies purse.
729. Give extra keys to trusted friends in case of emergency.
730. When you hit age 90, and always athletic, you can hand le minor problems around house.
731. No quick divorces. Stay in house and work things out. Days and weeks.
732. Watching t he sun go down, with dramatic clouds and colors is an every day treat.
733. A cushion with sma ll springs in back of arm chair, to help Seniors get up.
734. Sofa sleeper with pillows for guests to sleep on when necessary.
735. A so up/breakfast bowl with handle, li ke coffee cup.

IDEAS - JANUARY 10, 2012

17, 736. Can drive to bike store and rent a bike for a few hours.
737. Or, two wheels for Se niors, front or back.
738. Or, foot pedals on bicycle can raise or lower.
739. After w ine bottle is opened and cork removed, can a soda cap be screwed on?
740. Remove the top bun on a fancy Burger, and you can eat lunch/dinner.
741. When swimming in foreign waters, rescue rafts need to be on hand.
742. Pictures of your ea rli est album can be converted to Digital frames.
743. A chair to rest on for Seniors when wandering around Supermarket.
744. It's not the car which is unsafe, it's the drivers.
745. A soft couch with wider pillows, for guests to sleep on .
746. Bicycle parking poles near beach or post office with chains to lock.
747. Kosher dill pickles in j ar in fridge, always avai lable for a sandwich.
748. A fat pastrami sandwich divided on three pieces of rye bread. Not bulky.
749. Gori lla glue in a tube, like Krazy glue.
750. The mat in front of kitchen sink should have gel inside to clean tile floors with feet.
751. The spiral staircase in not only beautiful but practical as it t akes less space.
752. Sel l a Digita l frame which shows fantastic pictures of Grand Canyon, Panama Canal. etc.
753. Buy the least powerful motor on your motorcycle and get 65 mpg.
754. Or, at night wear colored jacket and reflective lights on motorcycle, to be seen.
755. Or, eve n if you click signals to change lanes, also turn head to be sure.
756. Or, must wear proper head protection, gloves and heavy jacket.
757. Or, mirrors on both sides to see who is behind you before changing lanes.
758. In hot summer months, a man's cap can be put in fridge for a few minutes to cool.
759. Chiropractor/Acupuncture should be tried to reduce pain before seeing Doctor.
760. An NFL footba ll fan ca n put the logo on his bed. or wear as T-shirt.
761, Or, add more padding to helmets of NFL players. Less injuries.
762 . Hotels should offer f ree, a mattress topper to reduce back pain.
763. The ashes of be loved mate worn all t he time in a special necklace, worn all the time.
764. The pilots of jets when they land should sign O.K. for crew chief to see, or repair.
765. A Bikini top heavily laced in back. No slim strings.
766. An upsetting event outside your home, can be minimized in the comfort back home.
767. Cowboy hats when playing poker.
768. A wheelchair Senior ca n play Wii with others. Maybe stand if supported .
769. A stage coach ride, in or on top, is a t reat. Four horses.
770. Or, take turns/climbing on top.
771. Or, If over 18 actua lly handle a fake gun during your stage coach drive.

IDEAS - JANUARY 13, 2012

17, 772. If feet hurt during social dancing, there should be a shoe spreader at club.
773. Air balloon should have softer landings. Riders should be told.
774. Nuns sho uld be able to dance socially. Come as a group, leave as a group.
775. Or, with priests at weddings.
776. Or, do Rabbi 's dance at weddings, with the bride?
777. Seniors can put a piece of soap in socks at bedtime, on and off.
778. With young couples today at their wedding, they should promise "No Divorce."
779. A beautiful view traveling will never last a life time. It becomes a memory.
780. For Se niors in Sun City, a good helicopter ride over S.C. and their property.
781. A mattress topper over your bed for sleep will relieve backache.
782. A dinner fork at home with notches in the blades. Better grip the food.
783. Spare ribs in the restaurant should remove all meat all around bone for eating.
784. A special prong to remove cork easier from wine bottle.
785. When ordering wine before dinner, appetizers shou ld be optional.
786. Waitress shows you picture of steak order. Before menu decision.
787. Or, the waitress also can show you the fat -free steak before being broiled.
788. Or, she also shows you spare ribs which you can eat by the bone.
789. Wheels to spin for Seniors to ride upon and exerci se at home.
790. Robbers in a store ask victims to lay down and grab their wallets. Be prepared.
791. Or, victims of above robbery ca rry fake wallets in pockets and purses.
792. In a hurricane, high rise glass windows won't break with soft mesh on each side.
793. Or, with lightly protected mesh, you can still look out of windows.
794. My Angels will look after me.
795. Or, G-d has been working for centuries to bring peace, with no avail.
796. Fake money handed out to robbers at bank by clerks.
797. Or, money diminishes in get-away car. Or blows up in a few minutes.
798. Or, the bad guys will never rob that bank again.
799. He is still my G-d, no matter what.
800. Smaller, wooden frame windows in tall buildings threaten by hurricanes.
801. How hard my Father worked to launch my career. Then he's gone. G-d Bless Him.
802. If sleep position in bed is good, remembe r, and stay with good.
803. If mattress is soft and cheap and you don't sleep well, the store will give you a stronger one.
804. Or, a curve in middle of mattress, strong and supports your back when sleeping.
805. If you are out of work, be creative in your field. Show bosses how smart you are.
806. Or, being creative in any field, with no job, might bring you an income.
807. An open scissor can be a pick.

IDEAS - JANUARY 17, 2012

17, 808. Be allowed to check era sers before you buy pencils.
809. Or, sma ll pen, pencil to clip on shirt pocket.
810. A creative person can walk into a hardware store, look around, and get ideas.
811. Or, check Yellow Pages for polite business people to answ er simple questions on phone.
8 12. Cops should be able to stop bad guy in runaway ca r.
813. Or, shooting tires.

814.
815.
816.
817.
818.

Or, maybe with new technology, sto p t he engine of the bad guy's ca r.
Fill t he wine cup. You wont need soda with your meal.
Don't carpet your basement, in case of flooding.
Or, be selective what you place on basement floor, in case of flooding.
Bottle of milk has sma ll loop on top, No spills when pouring.

819. Emergency baking soda nea r stove, to quickly smothe r the beginning of stove fire.
820. Smart phones/1-pad for children beginning school to help get them sta rted?
821. Mfrs. of new cars should know t hat heavy metal in front protects driver in frontal crash.
822. Simplify a motorcycle. Smal l engine, prope r protective clothing, go slow.
823. Important that GPS speaks streets and directions ahead of time for drivers.
824. Tires should float a bit higher in watery ro ads?
825. A hurricane should create lots of j obs w ith the damage done.
826. A private head stone on your own property, to keep remembering loved one.
827. A hot shower/bath w it h mate, takes the place of a spa.
828. You watch mechanics from waiting room T.V., working on your car. Maybe give a t ip.
829. Seniors, better to stay at home than Nursing Home. You can eat/sleep when you want to.
830. In Sun City, Seniors ca n have food delivered to home, like Meals on Wheels.
831. Bend 2-3 rubber bands together t o make stronge r. Even if one breaks.
832. You have to make your bed afte r sleep. Let it air-out f irst. Sometimes it's a chore.
833. Extra toil et paper atop sink.
834. Be skeptica l what you see on T.V. or paper ads. The producers all exaggerate.
835. The whole world is ope n to t he creative mind. Using t he phone, learning technology.
836. Order pizza heavy, medium, or light. Pay less or more.
837. Or, you can add toppings and pay more.
838. How come t hat national golf courses are not affective by hurricanes. typhoons, etc.?
839. Knee supports/head supports when riding bicycle to avoid accidents.
840. Treat yourself with a facia l vitamin crea m after washing face, before bed.
841.
841.
842.
843.

Meet new people socially and see/feel if they are creative.
My hobby is Ideas, not inventions. Look up Ideas on Search on your computer.
Don't need to remove sa ndals when going into wat er at beach/poo l. Sandals stay tight.
Remind youself to smile more often. Even as a reminder, stim ulant.

IDEAS - JANUARY 20, 2012

17,844. Lad ies, how about sli ding backward into t he bath tub, fo r quick hair wash.
845. A soldier returning from wars should be offered a job, even as an apprentice.
846. A purse or wallet can be blown up by the victim, after t hey are robbed. By a disk?
847. Parents shou ld ask teenagers if they like their teachers at school.
848. Burn, destroy bod ies of suicide bombers. No burial. Do it right away.
849. An extra faucet in bath to churn up water to bubble. Li ke a spa in your bath.
850. Strong reinforcements behind plastic bumper on cars.
851. Be alert, when you buy a new car in Phoenix, it may have been in a flood in Florida.
852. Shade cover over sma ll pool at home, to protect pool in storm or keep kids away.
853. Can you j ack-up the car physica lly and let tires function in flooded street?
854. Neck protection for NFL players.
855. Civilian suspenders able to carry gun.
856. Tattoos on arms, neck, face look foo lish. Maybe they can be removed latter on.
857. The front of a scissor cou ld be used as a pick, to start nai ling, screwing.
858. The fatter the screws, the better grip.
859. The Lord I Angel w ill look after you w ith sever problems, such as a peaceful death.
860. Or, your thoughts can turn every emotion Life brings, to good and relief.
861. Or, you'll know in a split second, if you have a 2"d life.
862. Or, a good night kiss with mate, may bring a series of pleasant dreams.
863. Or, before sleep dream of dance steps with partner for pleasant dreams.
864. A good life, no matter what happens, always brings you peace. Good sleep and naps.
865. A tattoo can be removed with chemicals, may be painful.
866. Sleep with socks on. Maybe add a piece of soap for circulation.
867. Or, leg cramps can be avoided by adding the soa p in the socks.
868. Cordial, peacefu l death if you know you have lived a good life. You know you are at peace.
869 . Or, even if children, grandchildren bring problems to your Senior life.
870. Hardware stores take lid off can of paint to show true co lor, then restore.
871 . If you feel like you have to "go ." Try pressing your hand above "tooshie" to push waste.
872. Tilt the home to ilet seat down, to make your stomach work easier to evacuate.

873. Touch floor easier with fingers to make you "go."
874. Coming out of garage, back up and stop. Then repeat and back up and stop. Sound horn.
875. Smart phones or 1-pads can't take the place of text books for teenagers in school.
876. Or, Senior Moments, "Rej ected" lectured to teenagers in school to be creative.
877. A car fi lter automatically checked when changing tires, oi l, etc.
878. Or, go to service station, free, to check battery, filter, rotate tires, etc.
879. Tires ca n elongate a few inches to ride the f looded streets?
880. Or, ride on sidewa lks if center of street is flooded.
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17, 881.
882.
883.
884.
885.
886.
887.
888.
889.
890.
891.
892.
893.
894.

Front bumper, st ro ng, to protect motor, t ires and pa ssengers.
Or, legally, you have to stop for the slightest bump .
Even if you are ill, your mind can keep you happy.
An angry/upset mood might affect your clear thinking and judgment.
Or, if yo u are unhappy, t hen become happy (as usual) later on. It's wonderful.
lllegals should not be allowed to vote, we lfare, food stamps, etc.
Why must a sma ll plane crash? Can be kept aloft by smaller engine, for safe landing?
New car sign in rear of car, "keep your distance."
Trans-At lantic p lanes, in trouble, kept aloft until SOS sent to all ships nearby.
Out of work? Learn more of your professio n and keep informing co's. what you know.
Honey as a wound treatment should be in a tube, squeezed out carefully.
Painting garage floor won't last forever. Tire tracks wi ll leave its mark.
Smart phones/1-phones on new car unnecessary. You have radio, and music.
Or, it cou ld be dangerous using phones, pads while driving and talking.

895. Tuck men's pants which are long into shoes or boots.
896. If out of work, pursue a hobby related to you r work. Repair or create.
897. Once the new car is bought, a teacher or mechanic give you tips about safe driving.
898.
899.
900.
901.
902.
903 .
904.
905.
906.
907.
908.
909.
910.
911.
912.

Or, driving a car sim ply pay attention to speed limits. No tickets.
Spira l sta ircase must be safe for children/teenagers. Warn them to hold on.
Gorill a glue can also be in a tube, like Krazy glue.
A spray can, t he color of you r car to cover sma ll dents.
Or, try clean paint cloth or suction to minimize dent.
Midd le row of Supermarket items for people in wheel chairs to select.
A cough syrup popsicle. No swallowing. Just suck.
A trai ler behind a car/SUV can't move into other lanes quickly.
Or, add weight to your trailer.
Or, after many miles on the road, check the trailer lights, tires, etc.
Toilet pape r should be carried in trunk of car.
Available to driver/passe nger if they have to "go" in t he car.
Or, still need bowl, pan to evacuate into.
If Obama's wife can go on vacation alone (with security & friends), why no complaints?
Or, she has to take her Mother and children along with her. The cost is enormous.

913. Keep track of how many glasses of water you drink in a day.

914. It's all fun and learning in your Life, eve n with problems. That's Life.
915. Men's boots ca n carry thin wa llet inside.
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17,916. Every young/middle age couple should learn ballroom dancing.
917. Or, the male partner has to learn how to lead with left hand.
918. Or, there should be a special dance class for males to learn how to lead.
919. Two or three wedding bands combined on wedding ring finger, fo r ladies.
920. The importance of a large purse is minimal. A smaller purse more suitable.
921. C-phones carried in ladies pocket, not purse.
922. Ladies fingers look elongated without a ring.
923. For business, dark eyebrows and eye lids look too dressy for ladies at work.
924. Ladies at work should dress for business, not casua l.
925. Or, men should also dress appropriate for business.
926. When lad ies break eggs for breakfast, apply wet fingers to face for wrinkles. Ha,Ha.
927. Beautifying your home not as important as fire alarm, preventing robberies. Etc.
928. Adjustable hack saw with thick and thinner blades combined.
929. Can smoke lowered down on forest fires, smother the fire?
930. Or, smoke blown back into fire by airplanes, smother the fire?
931. Men's sporty jacket with no tie, looks more comfortable than dressy lady date.
932. Ladies 4/color magazines should not show va lue of large, expensive purses.
933. Frame of ladies large sun glasses, more firm around ears.
934. If you get a f lat, w hy can't you ride on rim until safe?
935. Or, car can ride three wheels if the fourth wheel is flat and raises automatically?
936. Have whipped cream/cherri es in fridg. Jar, to add to dessert.
937. The bottom of an outside sling chair ca n hold a small table, folded up.
938. A bib tucked in to protect your shirt and pa nts when eating, or at the restaurant.
939. Drink water if you have a hard stool, while sitting.
940. Or, a special drink to make you go.
941. Speak to your pharmacist freely about your health problems.
942. Whole toi let angled downward to make stomach churn and help evacuate.
943 . Sit and check your cashiers receipt before leaving Supermarket.
944. Or, if cashier made a bad mistake you get a bonus.
945. In Supermarket, if you have to go quickly, men/women can use t heir bathroom.
946. Or, tell someone before you go in that it's an emergency.
947. It's possible when your child grows up <:lS <:ln adult, they may not get along with parents.
948. A special protein or vitam in taken often may not be good for you.
949. Or, you can read many stories later on about the above.
950 . . It's remarkable that you can control your feeli ngs, afte r a few bad days.
951. Window shutters when closed should show a sun light design.
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17,952. If Senior tremor, use two hands for cup of coffee and two hands for glass of water.
953. When dusting pictures, etc. use spray then dust as usual.
954. Rub bad eraser on pencil with good eraser, for better results, improve.
955. Hand positions are critica l for sleep.
956. Body temperatures go down at night, good to sleep with socks to help keep warm.
957. Or, a piece of soap in each sock to prevent cramps in legs.
958. Two different color sneakers worn by youngsters.
959. It's your brain. Use it for your good and health.
960. Awnings ove r patio can go all the way down for privacy.
961. If you know you are a good person, overshadows problems which may arise.
962. News reports too fast, one after another. Little chance to digest reports.
963. Carrying books to school for youngsters the old-fashioned way: by hand, no back pack.
964. Cigarettes smokers who want to stop, inhale a medical cigarette to clean lungs.
965. Or, a clean cigar, no bad smoke, inhaled also to improve bad lungs.
966. A bath tub to foam up soapy water like a bubble bath, to relax in tub.
967. Or, turn on your side, getting out oftub on all fours.
968. Or, you don't need help getting out of tub, the person may injure their back.
969. Too many gadgets on new cars to confuse drivers, who only want to be alert.
970. A special drill to tighten screws a must for home.
971. Or, a generator, radio, flash light vital in case there is an outage at home.
972. Your t elephone and Yellow Pages, can get you lots of questions answered.
973. You need instructions when you buy something on the Internet.
974. Or, read their web sight carefully, even the small print.
975. Put a pasty above young lad ies belly button when she wear a Bikini at beach .
976. Or, a single pasty where the belly button is.
977. Use a pumis stone to scrub stains around toilet bowl.
978. Joel's original Ideas in local newspaper. Five Senior Moments at a time.
979. Go to sleep happy. Wake up happy. Forget unpleasant dreams.
980. If toilet stool is hard, use hand to press lower back in direction to eliminate it.
981. Or, drink water while you are sitting. Loosens you up.
982. A tire has to be strong enough to ride on a f lat briefly, then use C-phone for help.
983. Starbuck's cheap drink in Supermarket, not exactly the sa me quality.
984. A portable pool table. Leans aga inst wall, w ith sticks and balls. Firm legs.
985 . A glass of water in each wine cup, with slice of lemon, to toast the day.
986. A man's voice more vigorous on T.V., Radio commercials.
987. If you are living 85 to 90, you don't need advice from magizines.

IDEAS - FEBRUARY 3. 2012

17,988. Candy kisses with the taste of coffee before and after breakfast.
989. Bicycles and golf carts use more often in Sun City to save gas.
990. Or, golf carts at night have strong lights to be seen.
991. At gas station, when getting gas make sure register starts at zero.
992. Backing up in busy parking lot is risky. Start and stop repeat edly. Watch out for walkers.
993. Ice coffee with whipped cream is a treat in summer time.
994. A soapy sponge in shower. Along with soap in hand for a change.
995. A pants suit better than jeans, with classy shirt and high heels.
996. Purse strap all the way down to jacket, around shoulders or neck. Hands still holds purse.
997. Or strap can be shortened with buckle on purse.
998. Buy half of a thin pizza with soda. and you have a tasty snack.
999. Or, can buy the above at Supermarket while you are resting.
18,000. Or, you can share a full pizza with a friend, or mate.
01. Call any Nursing Home and they will invite you to participate in Wii game
02. Or, they will invite you for lunch to look around.
03. Or, nothing beats staying in your own home in Senior years.
04. Get on the phone, ask to speak to a person with authority and you can learn a lot.
05. Lad ies, don't wear Bikini briefs while public exercising. Looks like showing off.
06. For Seniors, caps on head light up at night going for a walk.
07 . Or, in summer time shoelaces also light up.
08. Or, if you are riding a bike at night wheels light up.
09. Or, lights on handles also light up.
10. A 80-90 Senior makes sure garage is locked. door is locked. alarm is open.. etc.
11. All white man's shoes at a social dance is a standout.
12. Potato chips are good addition to a lunch.
13. Or, even chocolate bars, raisins, and nuts always good with a lunch.
14. A full breakfast is a great way to start the day.
15. What's wrong with a rubber bumper in back of a new car, or old ca r?
16. A Senior citizen. 80 to 90. can still help our country restore itself with good ideas.
17. Or, the benefit of being 80 to 90, gives them plenty oftime to t hink constructively.
18. A child eating with hands, should w ear protective bib.
19. Or, why spill his lunch all over. making it hard for t he mother to clean up.
20. It's fun being creative and observant wherever you go.
21. Or, remember to carry a pad and pencil in shirt pocket.
22. The lights for license p lates should be stronger and bolder. to read plate.
23 . Past e a colorful insignia on luggage, to spot, coming down the shut.

IDEAS - FEBRUARY 7, 2012

18,024. Taking a shower together is good preliminary sex.
25. Or, a mirror which will not fog up makes it more exciting.
26. Instead of flimsy Bikini outfit young ladies should wear shorts going into water.
27. Pieces of apply pie shaped like a heart.
28. Or, the whipped cream shaped like a hea rt.
29. Or, normal size pizza shaped like a heart.
30 . Or, heart in center of pizza cut for lucky person.
31. Put small clipped almonds in chocolate pudding bowl.
32. Removable tattoos from athletes when the season ends.
33. Or, they look too tough with the tattoos on.
34. Teenager's shoelaces different on each sneaker.
35. Small batteries can last as long as the plastic cover indicates. Or in a box.
36. If bullied in school by tough guys, report them to the principal.
37. Or, boyfriend's stronger companion, can help you in critical situations.
38. In Fusion, the central point of gravity in Tokamak, is to absorb turbulence.
39. Or, the magnetic walls should be stronger and stronger to avoid turbulence.
40. A two-wheel in back of motorcycle is safer. Slower speed.
41. Or, less noise starting motorcycle in neighborhood, to relax neighbors.
42. Or, a light tune-up starting motorcycle, until getting into traffic.
43. Military discount plus Senior discount for work done in your home.
44. It's the chemical compound going into Tokamak causing turbulence.
45. Parents should seriously consider whether they should have a pool when kids are around.
46. Single ladies have an eye on single men at social dancing..
47. Or, some ladies are bold enough to ask men to dance.
48. Wavy, bubbly pool at home when not in use, keep youngsters away.
49. lost or misplaced Remotes should light up to locate them in your home.

SO. A thin wooden toothpick is better than a thicker one.
51. Umbrella handle is strong yet f lexible to move with wind.
52. There should be an alarm seconds before two cars crash. Alert passengers.
53. Or, if cars come within inches, the same alarm sounds.
54. Or, like an invisible sh ield that's around all new cars, alerts driver and passengers.
55. Ladies dancing in high heels with strong straps around ankles makes them secure.
56. Or, a special, flowery strap in back of ladies high heels makes them look special.
57 . Sunglasses are too large for some ladies. You just see lips smile.
58. Unique jewelry extends ring to ladies bracelet. Different designs.
59. Earrings sa me as necklace.

IDEAS - FEBRUARY 10, 2012

18,060. Poor judgment with speed is the greatest cause of auto accidents.
61. T.V. commercials sta rt quickly with expensive decor, can't understand verbiage.
62. Or, for 20 seconds, suppose to stay in your brain?
63. Or, too much violence before the product is announced at the end.
64. If buying used car, which looks new, must check for underwater from another State.
65. Sometimes, free estimates and details, when you get on phone after seeing ad.

66. Garage doors should have small window to see who is there, if bell rings.
67. No strea ks in car windows after spraying and cleaning until you clean with a cloth.

68. Popular Mechanics/Science offer new technology, which the Chinese can develop.
69. Aircraft overshooting carrier, stop by emergency net, if slow enough to stop.
70. Or, the aircraft has the power to take off again saf ely.
71. A free 1-pad or Smart phone when agreeing to expensive home repairs.
72 . Was 9/11 a foul-up from one agency to another? No contact. No coordination.
73 . The Mexican border has to be secured. Top priority!
74. Or, illegals should not be given any type of welfare.
75. Or, they should be sent home even if a baby is born in the United States.
76. An angled wedding ring for men, circled yet different.
77. When driving in lanes, if another car gets too close, side mirror lights up quickly.
78. Drop necklaces in back of ladies backless gown. Dramatic.
79. Part of necklace draped on shoulder straps.

80. Smaller menu sizes in rest aura nts. Large menus too graphic. Prices larger.
81. How can a bullet directed at you be diverted? Drop to the floor before shot?
82. Cell phones should be louder when talking.
83. Graduated students without a job should keep in touch with school for jobs, constantly.
84. How to eliminate wars? A UN embassy in every country, as a start.
85. Foster homes for six months with abandoned child. Parents could change minds.

86. Automobile accidents should be recorded. Everyone involved talk with police.
87. Older brothers/sisters easier to talk to child, to learn from them. Child pays attention.
88. Seniors going into Emergency Hospital should have contact with admitting staff.
89. Teenagers willing to stay in Senior house, dean-up, help Senior, yet go to school.
90. Your t humb print on credit ca rds to make it legal. Cashier/monitor has to be alert.

91. When commercials start on T.V., stop with remote. Think. Start again as program starts.
92. A small plane should have an extra engine to keep the propellers going for safe landing.
93. Or, is this too expensive for every small plane?
94. A medicine bottle t hat you buy over the counter, should have a hanging magnifier nearby.
95. TSA monitors have to profile suspicious-looking passengers. or foreigners .
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18,096. What happens to all those planes on an aircraft carrier if it sinks?
97. Or, if they take off, they can signal nearby ships for rescue.
98. The Taliban has to be in awe with G. I. equipment and power.
99. An aircraft carrier for helicopters only? Operate near shore. Room for small planes.
100. Sit at end of sofa, to grab arm rest to get up by yourself.
01. Such joy in our country with T.V., computers, Cell phones. No hostility in streets.
02. To avoid NFL neck injuries, the helmet worn has a brace going down neck. Not jolt.
03. Or, no piling on top of ba ll carrier.
04. Or, even if he fumbles football, a pile-up can not dislodge ball.
05. Or, opposition lineup against each other is tough and injury-prone.
06. Or, the referees know that a pile-up can be brutal.
07. Loose ladies long hair to block glasses/sunglasses is not a good idea.
08. Got to be physically active/mentally active for Seniors, even in wheelchair.
09. A ledge on side of ladder holds can of paint with brushes and sides up and down for use.
10. A leash around youngster after family has been in home pool. The leash keeps child to stay in.
11. Rub bad eraser on your pants, skirt, etc.
12. Or, you'll find a way rubbing bad eraser with good eraser.
13. Ladies lips should show plump curve.
14. A one piece bathing suit for attractive teenagers better than a Bikini.
15. Fountain water better, clearer, than bottled water.
16. Or, call your local water supply company to verify the quality of your drinking water.
17. Chocolate cookies are a treat dipped into hot cup of coffee.
18. Sudden anxiety can be lessened, or erased, w ith a good nap or good night sleep.
19. Or, Seniors know their fears and how important to control them.
20. Ask the Fire Department to come to your home. They will show you how escape fire in house.
21. Or, don't have to break windows with club to escape. Windows can be open. Push screen out.
22. Make sure a new bike for kids cannot go too fast.
23. Or, for Seniors also.
24. If you cut your hands/feet, call the pharmacist how to apply bandage and Rx.
25 . Or, ask to go to pharmacy and they may apply bandage correctly. No nurse.
26. Or, if bleeding don't stop right away, it's best to see a nurse.
27. Or, have plenty size bandages and a salve. Press down continuously.
28. Toilet paper on top of sink next to toilet is helpful.
29. A Seniors home, with dust all around. He's used to it. No bother.
30. W hy must ladies show off their figure, legs, breasts, in public?
31. Young ladies in low cut Bikini's must be aware some bad guys are checking them out.
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18,132. Ladies can take off their necklace when they go swimming.
133. Sunglasses for everybody, every day, are not necessary.
134. A jeweled butterfly in ladies hair for decoration.
135. A ladies fan made from dollar bills.
136. Or, a bib covered with fake dollar bills when you are eating.
137. Or, a fake dollar bill imprinted in the center of a napkin.
138. Two girls going for a walk or at the Mall wear the same sneakers, shoe laces, etc.
139. Point of pen could be different colors. One, white to correct pen errors.
140. Index cards different colors, to remind you where to look.
141. A small soft bagel for breakfast with eggs, bacon and tasty chocolate milk.
142. Spread your love to your children at breakfast every morning.
143. Eat thin slice of a pie, like eating pizza .
144. When you remove your eyeglasses on a table, place next to an object so it won't fall.
145. Back of men's shoes a bit higher, for comfort and support.
146. The niche above nose in ladies glasses could be more colorful.
147. The mountain of pastrami can be put in three slices of rye bread, not two.
148. Ketchup bottle so thick to pour, add a little milk after using a while.
149. The taller the hamburger, the less appetizing.
150. Stretchable bras to increase breast size If ladies wish.
151. Milk or coffee poured into a heavier wine glass for hubby's breakfast.
152. A heavier bandage or gauze pressed into small bleeding cut.
153. Or, keep pressing until bleeding stops then secure the bandage.
154. Add small cabinets in kitchen that slide out for more use.
155. Constipation may make you tired. Keeping you from clear head to think.
156. Or, if constipation prevails, that's all you think about.
157. A 90-year old spelling/history contest in Sun City.
158. Or, multiple choice if too confusing.
159. A piece of steak alone on hot dinner plate in restaurant. Lean, easy to eat.
160. Non-shattering glass in bedroom to hit with a rod and escape without broken glass.
161. Name on cleaning soap should last longer as being used.
162. Chiropractic devices in your home on wall or in bed. Able to help yourself.
163. Or, install in your home by chiropractor.
164. Bottom of men's sneakers built rough. Not smooth.
165. Men in their 80's, 90's best friends are ladies close to that age. Still sexy.
166. Sunglass clip-on are very useful, cheap and adaptable.
167. On a man's waist, an extra button with a loop as needed.

IDEAS - FEBRUARY 21, 2012

18,168. First, call the pharmacist if you have a cut at home still bleeding and need a bandage.
169. What language did Jesus talk with Jews he contacted. Was it Hebrew, Arabic?
170. Usual nail files different colors to show stronger side.
171. Change the heels in your shoes if you feel tilted.
172. Or, have a shoe maker switch heels.
173. Place a versatile cane next to your bed sleeping, use to lift yourself up in the morning.
174. Or, the right height to grab and help lift you up.
175. Or, the tight height of a cane can lift you from toilet seat.
176. A swivel seat cushion in your car wont lift you out. A rod by left seat springs you up.
177. If a popular soda can be advertised as healthy, sa les will double.
178. If a child ventures back to pool area alone, thru a gate, he steps on a pad which sets off alarm.
179. Finally, luggage can be checked for bombs before sliding on plane.
180. Driving into strong sunlight can block drivers view. Pull your visor down.
181. Or, signs in heavy traffic facing sun cannot be read.
182. Or, drive very slowly and carefully until sun is out of your eyes.
183. Room for larger, bolder car license numbers.
184. Or, much stronger lights at night for license plates.
185. You have to be careful driving your car at all times.
186. Or, the car next to you might have drunk driver or on drugs.
187. If traffic very heavy, an extended scanner outside car, to see what's ahead.
188. You can put a small, flat spring under arch support in sneaker,
189. Or, the same for men's shoes for social dancing.
190. Cash stolen by robbers should be dyed in bank. Non-usable. Money soiled.
191. Wells-Fargo don't mind if bank is robbed. They are insured. Outrageous!
192. Paper napkins have scent of perfume in center for smell only.
193. The higher the drivers seat/passenger seat in back, the safer if accident.
194. Side mirrors in cars which are double-viewed can be deceptive.
195. If bleeding with small cut, press medicated gauze. Keep pressing.
196. A one piece bathing suit on a real knockout figure, is better than a Bikini.
197. Technical schools better than college, to learn skills, get jobs.
198. Or, technical schools near home. Don't have to pay rent, eat out, use gas, etc.
199. A steel helmet, well padded, for NFL players, to avoid concussion.
200. Or, the above helmet has padding extended around head and neck.
201. A larger ping- pong ball using the same paddles. More fun, less errors.
202. Do they allow springs in sneakers of NBA players?
203. Or, elbow pads should be worn by players to avoid face accidents .
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IDEAS - FEBRUARY 24, 2012

18,204. When driving your car, be alert for drunken/erratic drivers near you .
205. With determination, wheelchair victims could possible walk a few steps holding onto chair.
206. Or, manage to get into public bathroom and use the public toilet. By himself/herself.
207. Float padding in back of child's swim suit. Always keep his head above water.
208. Side mirrors in cars are vital to check cars near you and behind you.
209. Police car headlights behind bad guys car, can detect who is inside and driving?
210. A memory class for Seniors, 80-90's, in Sun City. History, current events, thinking, etc.
211. Seniors over 90 shopping in Supermarket/drug store get 10% off.
212. Unemployed in a skilled field, be creative and inventive, to get back on job.
213. Or, banks also give $$ break to customers over 30 years, if a charge is called for.
214. A cigar/cigarette which cannot be lit to inhale. For show only.
215. Or, inhaling new cigar/cigarette contents clears lungs. Medically approved.
216. Technology in new cars requiring less skill is wrong. The skill of the driver is critical.
217. Seniors have to work on memory and keep the brain functioning alertly.
218. A scissor can also be a pick.
219. Open your mouth to hear better?
220. Senior mates, not married, learn to drive each other's car.
221. An electric fan over head when you sleep, lowers velocity.
222. Starting a car uses a lot of gas. Start at lower speed.
223 . Make smaller boats more buoyant, in case of crash.
224. Or, a way to pump back water in small boats, give time for rescue.
225. Blank hearing aids, in ears appears suitable. No changing batteries?
226. Helium lighter than air, pumped into heavy G.l. backpack, making it lighter.
227 . College/high school students may be interested in "Senior Moments."
228. Use pliers which holds X-trees for teeth cleaning, should keep it tight.
229. Soft tennis balls near your favorite chair, for hand and finger exercise.
230. Hang your tools on other side of ladder, on top, available to handyman.
231. For bad backs when sleeping, a 4" soft pad on mattress softens to accommodate back.
232. Jeans with holes at knees appropriate for handymen. Not for ladies to look dressy.
233. A large soft pillow for your head when going to sleep is very suitable.
234. Or, check new pillow every A.M. to perhaps clea n blood drippings from nose.
235 . If you paid car insurance for 20 years and no accidents, they should lower your payments.
236. A special hard rock for cleaning toilet bowl build up. Keep rubbing.
237. Is sneezing good for you? Always feel better after sneezing.
238. A 100% car windows spray, no streaks. Wipe with paper towel.
239. You don't need expensive oil change. Whatever your mechanic charges, it 's O.K.

IDEAS - FEBRUARY 28, 2012

18,240. Carry gloves under seat of car, if hot sun too hot for your hands on the steering wheel.
241. Replace car/golf cart battery every few years.
242. Or, if your mechanic suggests different.
243. You don't have to decorate your ceiling. The electric fan is enough.
244. Just decorate the four ceiling living room corners with few inches of design tape.
245. Belt for man's pants/jeans, the holes of buckles closer together.
246. Cloth sweater and cap match.
247. Men don't need a fragrance. A man has a manly odor, or more.
248. Or, men. don't have to dress up, usually.
249. There is no sickness in Heaven. We get a new body. It's in the Bible.
250. Full freedom is to believe in yourself. Your worth.
251. Lady can look foolish going to social affair, while her hubby wears suit with open collar.
252. If you order short ribs, have waitress cut meat. No fat, no bone.
253. A black suit should be in every man's wardrobe.
254. At home, pour beer into a large wine/champagne glass. Foam will be delicious.
255. Stepping on another NBA player's foot is a heavy foul. Could injury seriously.
256. QB in NFL don't through very long passes unless your man is open, for a brief moment.
257. Or, interceptions happen too quickly.
258. Or, QB drops to his knees, dodging offensive linesmen.
259. There is a Hebrew Bible. Used as a Seder on Saturdays only. Does not say Hebrew Bible.
260. A scratch on furniture or shelves can easily be removed by rubbing correct lotion.
261. Creamy corn bits in a cup, adds great flavor to every home meal.
262. Dressing up to ride your motorcycle is not necessary. Protect head, chest, knees, etc.
263. A nude ladies sculpture figure 10-15 inches high from a f lower pot.
264. If you marry too young, one may stray, even with children.
265. Or, what keeps a young marriage going is coming home to your mate and children.
266. Check OFF buttons on stove before going to sleep.
267. Or, check garage door one more t ime before sleep.
268. If tired, sleepy, etc. (Seniors) take your nappy-poo.
269. Or, eat anything you like to pep you up even before taking a nap.
270. An ear plug forT. V. listening at home only.
271. A salesman comes to a nursing home to show how Smart Phones, 1-pads, Cell-phones work.
272. Or, Geek Squad can explain usage repeatedly to Seniors on phone.

273. After High School, kids can go to a local Business College nearby.
274. Or, join the military, to learn a trade and prepare for civi lian life.
275. Senior ladies should prefer simple eyeglass frames. Nothing fancy.

IDEAS - MARCH 2, 2012

18,276. A ladies key chain with a signal could burn/explode her purse if bad guys steal it.
277. Amount of cleavage a ladies shows depends how high the zipper on dress goes.
278. Very large or double shoe laces for tight fit, playing tennis, racquetball. Etc.
279. Can doctors be allowed to send Seniors to Heaven in brief series of injections?
280. A tack 1" long takes the place of hanging pictures on wall, instead of nails.
281. A single lady is most comfortable having a steady dance partner.
282. There has to be special gloves for NFL pass receivers.
283. Or, special baseball gloves for batters.
284. Must young ladies show cleavage? A top shirt, dress, dickie, is good.
285. A ring for young ladies, not married, same color as nails.
286. The long handle of a ladies purse should be around neck. Protective.
287. What is the use to be friendly with your kids until16-18? They may get in wrong crowd.
288. A fountain pen clips on binding of your book to write notes.
289. A longer skirt is more appropriate for young ladies.
290. Or, short shorts showing thighs is not suitable in public.
291. "Your birthday gift" printed or pasted on toilet paper. Ha Ha.
292. What's the use of all groups labeling "Save the Children." Who knows how they will grow up?
293. Dip your straw into prese rves, to get a new taste in your drinking w ater.
294. If robbers force group to give up wallets, men can slip his w allet into underwear.
295. Tight leather gloves for handyman. Double support at f ingers.
296. Or, an extra glove finger on top inside. Velcro. When one w ears out.
297. Police: if bad guys won' t let you in, break the door knob, or a rod to loosen locks.
298. To prevent ladder from falling backwards, suction cups on top or near top attach to building.
299. Combination Gorilla glue in center of Gorilla paste, to be removed easi ly. Two for one.
300. Inst ead of tooth picks, an Xmas holder on table. To clean teeth after meals.
301. Handymen at work, can carry backpack for tools, besides around waist.
302. A window to escape from fire, no broken glass. Punch your way through screen.
303. An umbrella, turn on firm handle and the top gets wider, facing down.
304. Fancy printing menus too many pages and confusing.
305. Or, menus sta rt at cheapest prices.
306. The orchestras behind singers, dancers, perform ers are the real talent.
307. Or, not the singers or dancers.
308. To make NFL more exciting and scoring more, no 5 runs in a row. More passes.
309. Ask your auto service men to use your jack to lift a flat, to see how it is done.
310. A red, large circle on your golf putter for accuracy. Landsca pe uncertain.
311. If feet bother you, try different shoe pads for support and comfort inside your shoe.
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18,312. The Hebrew Bible should become nearly as popular as the great Christian Bible.
313. Red belt loops to dress up jeans.
314. Or, go with red shoe laces.
315. Or, a small tight belt around ladies jeans look good.
316. A small springy heel.
317. The Seder book on Saturday synagogue services should say "Hebrew Bible."
318. Put a small LED flash light in different rooms. You always need a fla sh light.
319. Expensive sun glasses are a waste of money. A clip-on in pocket is all you need.
320. A powerful electronic wrench to remove lug wrenches in tires, if you get a flat.
321. A pump under all small ships to pump out water, if accident?
322. A 1" white line all around tires to visually see if tire is low.
323. A football helmet, chest and knee pads for motorcycle riders.
324. Backing out of your garage, the horn keeps sounding, if you have children.
325. Or, the horn so unds even if you carelessly let your car drift to another lane.
326. Boots can hold your thin wallet and credit cards.
327. Or, ladies wearing boots pretend to be carrying small purse.
328. In your home, have a scale to determine weight of envelope, for stamps.
329. An extra small alarm clock to get you up if important.
330. Fancy restaurants should have magnifying glass to read menus.
331. Or, soda drinks should be free with dinner.
332. Or, Senior specials of the day.
333. Visor above front seat of car shou ld extend to block out sun. Tinted.
334. Or, visor at night facing glare from on coming traffic, should also be tinted.
335. Key chain with small light.
336. Send keys to adult children to get into your house, if something happens to you.
337. Have plenty of soft covered dictionaries around the house.
338. Larger bristles on tooth brush to work on gums.
339. Golf ball when hit in center, goes right down the middle. If you want it to.
340. In heat of summer, always carry a sweater, if entering cool A/C shop or building.
341. Consult a pharmacist that you know and trust, before and after seeing a doctor.
342. When you are being creative, use your C-phone to quickly write it down.
343. Or, the pencil/paper in shirt pocket to quickly jot down the idea.
344. Or, if you don't do the above quickly, the idea may be lost.
345. Learn ing to play a musica l instrument for youngst ers, is better than using C-phone.
346. A toilet safety support for Seniors says, "touch floor with fingers." You may go quicker.
347. Two-colored shoe laces for ladies sneakers.

IDEAS - MARCH 9, 2012

18,348. The American flag imprinted on top of bed cover.
349. Or, picture of deceased mate printed large on bed covers.
350. Relieve headache by sniffing right medicine through nose.
351. A very thin chair, with cushion, so you won't sit too long. Bad for circulation.
352. A scale in a high fa st food restaurant. Before and after. Fun.
353. A larger ladder built thicker on bottom. Heavier. To prevent falling backwards.
354. Or, heavy suction cups on top of extension ladder, as leans against building.
355. Or, slide down ladder, if you feel ladder falling backwards. Hold on .
356. Pick your nose with hankie.
357. Or, with pinkie, less chance of bleeding.
358. Spray car window once, wipe it clear, then spray aga in.
359. Men, energize your hair every a.m., scrubbing with water and fingers. Then comb.
360. Use strong nail files to shape toe nails.
361. An eye glass holder to clip onto men's tee or shirt.
362. Ballroom dancing at home. Dignified. Check out steps one after another.
363. Cleaning gums with tooth brush is good for your teeth.
364. Don't drink too much water or eat before sleep, Will wake you up to urinate.
365. Keep moving furniture around in living room for different look.
366. Can speed up wheelchair electrically and stop quickly with hand control.
367. Soften carrots, almonds in microwave for Seniors with dentures. Must be soft.
368.
369.
370.
371.
372.
373.
374.
375.
376.
377.
378.
379.
380 .
381.
382.
383 .

When you by a taco, ask them to soften it up in Microwave.
A home with a sensor can quickly alert fire department if fire.
Movea ble arms on your sofa can adjust to your comfort.
The moment car side door is in a crash, the seat automatically released and moves away.
Why wear special advertised jeans? Try cheaper brands. Some will look good.
Shower often for men, and you don't need a fancy fragrance.
Different shape of belt loops for ladies.
Ladies, leave high heels on when naked with mate. Makes an adoring look.
A crash-alarm quickly warns passengers of impact in car.
The rougher the basketball, not smooth, the better handling by NBA.
C-phones, Smart phones, etc. need wrist band protection from thieves.
Or, 1-pads and lap tops. Owners know they can be grabbed. A wrist band needed.
The QB in NFL football should sta nd further back, to avoid being hit hard.
Or, QB wea rs protective gloves from wrist down so fingers are free to throw football.
Men's belt and buckle automatically loosen up if eat too much.
The top button on man's open shirt collar should be different color.

IDEAS - MARCH 13. 2012

18,384.
385.
386.
387.

A medical spray if skin itches or aches from small bruise. Arthritic spray.
A camper's fire in the woods does not go out automatically. Plenty of water before leaving.
Bad guys can start a forest fire. Smoke can be seen quickly, alerting the fire dept.
Boxer underwear not too tight. Urinate more. Uncomfortable when eating.

388. Check your tires often just by looking, if you can see the rubber has a firm grip.
389. NFL pass receivers should not wear gloves, catch the ball easier with hands.
390. Be comfortable/relaxed with what you are wearing outside home, keeps you going.
391. Or, no men compliment other men's casual dress.
392. More protection for NFL players in the helmets they wear.
393. Or, the neck has to be protective.
394. Or, why can't the headrest in automobiles be made for helmets, playing football?
395. Wedding rings don't have to be fancy. Everyone looks at the finger with a ring.
396. Have a series of insoles for shoes/sneakers. Keep changing, to help feet going.
397. Or, do without any arch supports for a day or two. Insoles may help.
398. Seniors going to local gym for mild exercise better than usual walk.
399. Or, in a gym you can meet/discuss your physical problems with others.
400. Paper towels shaped like a football.
401. Or, shaped like basketball, baseball.
402. People go to racing car events look for crashes. Sorry to say.
403. An 1-pad in the hands of an artist watching T.V. can launch art work.
404. Tell gas station employee that you are out of work and get a$$ break, if lucky.
405. Cops and sheriff's car can use special binoculars to see what's in other cars.
406. Or, do X-rays have to used for a camera looking into other cars?
407. Children from 5 to 10 should not wear glasses forever. They are bullied.
408. Or, wear special contact lenses to avoid wearing glasses at an early age.
409. A zipper instead of shoelaces. Fancy handle.
410. An ice cream sundae in plastic cup at McDonald's. Chocolate syrup and nuts. Cheap.
411. A jewel at the point of ladies high heel toes.
412. Paper towels tapered in half.
413. Or, should be thicker to absorb water, when wiping stain.

414.
415.
416.
417.
418,

Colorful loops in ladies jeans.
When you accidently cut your finger, put bandage on and keep pressing & pressing.
Or, then you can change the bandage when the blood stops.
Your loving daughter may not be so loving as a teenager getting into the wrong crowd.
Eat noodle soup with a fork and a spoon.

419. The new technology, E-mails, C-phones, etc., waste time taking pictures after pictures.
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18,420. Pour Chunky soup over left over dinner, and you have a meal.
421. Off-color fingernails, same as glasses frames, is very attractive.
422. Massaging your hair and scalp every A.M. is good for you.
423. Use strong, big nail files to clip your toe nails.
424. An eye glass holder to clip onto men's shirt pocket, not on buttons.
425. A ballroom dance Smart phone. Digitalized. Check out the steps while sitting.
426. Don't drink too much water before bed time. It will wake you up to urinate.
427. A small, single airplane should be able to float to safety, if engine dies.
428. Double the size and weight of the stand holding up motorcycle or bicycle.
429. Or, people who ride motorcycles should dress like NFL players for protection.
430. Or, if motorcycle in a crash, the seat should propel him away from the crash.
431. Or, a motorcycle crash shou ld protect impact on genital areas.
432. Police in cars if unable to stop a speeding bad guy, aim his gun at tires.
433. If a new boyfriend tries to poison girl's drink, the whole glass turns black.
434. If grass mower won't start, inject high octane fuel.
435. Or, if your car don't sta1t, clean battery points.
436. Women use body lotion after shower, men can use a spray lotion.
437. Mechanic can use vinegar to better clean car windows.
438. If trucks have steel bumpers, why not slick new cars?
439. A steel step to get into your new car could reduce damages of side crashes.
440. The wings of a small plane f lap to keep plane aloft even after engine dies. Briefly.
441. Dust or some dirt in widower's home, no bother.
442. Lower the$$ sign of a high priced figure to attract attention typographically.
443. Or, you have to look for the dollar sign at the bottom.
444. A steel panel between engine and driver to protect feet in case of crash.
445. A flashing camera can take two pictures. One, smi ling; the other relaxing after.
446. Golf cart pullout seat to sit three.
447. Or, using golf carts more because of gas prices, lights should be bolder at night.
448. Or, be alert in golf cart at night that no one is following you .
449. Don't pull up alongside parked car at red light. He should not see you.
450. Or, especially for single women in car.
451. New cars made of plastic, light, to get better mileage. This can take away from safety.
452 . If engines dies in small plane, pilot has to try to keep nose up to coast, to safety.
453. Or, flaps can continue to operate for a short time to help keep bad engine from crashing.
454. An American flag in back of your car is a good way to spot car at a mall.
455. Can the rudder on a sma ll plane help keep the plane aloft with flaps, if engine dies?

IDEAS - MARCH 20, 2012

18,456. If Jewish men/women wore the Hebrew star, it can be seen and accepted more easily.
457. A single flash of a camera taking pictures of Santa smiling, and, of all things, crying giving kisses.
458. Before WWII vendors sold pretzels in the street for 1c. Look at the prices now ,WOW!
459. An American flag rigidly placed in back window of a car for I. D. in a Mall parking lot.
460. Or, set your watch/bracelet where car is parked in Mall,
461. Or, car cannot be stolen in parking lot if magnetically hooked up with car next to it?
462. As you walk into Walgreens, if you spend more than $25.00, you get 10% off.
463. With prices so high in Supermarket, have customer service rep. shop w/you for lowest$$.
464. Don't dress up a child of 2-3 yrs. old. It is foolish and expensive.
465. Or, let them be children with their friends, non-classy.
466. A tissue holder should be next to car driver.
467. Games like Monopoly/crossword puzzles great to play with children.
468. Or, children can write letters to other children, parents-if they are capable.
469. Child's picture as a baby near crib that he can see all the time, growing up.
470. Baby training to use a Sippy Cup- add chocolate flavor to rim of cup
471. Or, try a little chocolate to mother's breast.
472. A Jewish star on or near his/her crib to know Hebrew heritage.
473. A child under five, wears a neck band like a siren. Goes off in trouble.
474. When a child starts walking around at age one, give him a name plate to w ear.
475. The shorter the hi-heels, the longer the toes, decorated.
476. A jar of pickles at dinner table is a treat.
477 . Going to a restaurant and giving them your credit card, is risky.
479. II legals are easy to spot and apprehend when they line up for work at a church.
480. A patio awning ca n be dressed up to accommodate guests, like a party.
481. A folded ladder can use a rope to hoist up paint, brush, tools, etc.
482. Paint brush can be cleaned with a chemical cloth, which can be re-cleaned.
483. A meatloaf hot dog with ketchup on top.
484. BBQ ribs cut one after another by waitress for Seniors.
485. Or, you cut t hem apart to get at meat, not bones.
486. A square bottom on your cup of coffee or drinking glass. Less likely to spill.
487. Or, paper cups with square bottoms.
488. Pizza wings, shaped like chicken wings. Easy to pass around and eat plenty.
489. Or, no pizza thick crust circling pizza, to deal with.
490. Jelly beans mixed with raisins.
491. If cruse ship sinking, the top decks float away for rescue .
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18,492. Spray and clean car windows twice, to get perfectly clean .
493. A backpack needed for bicycle riders on lonely, rough roads, if tire blows.
494. Tap water is O.K. to drink. You don't have to carry bottles around.
495. Or, if you have to go to the bathroom, there is always tap water to drink outside.
496. The foam in a glass of beer is the delight to absorb.
497. Bottom of whisky/rum has a prize at bottom of bottle.
498. Or, you can please her by seeing jewelry at bottom of bottle.
499. A quick brake on wheel of car, before your foot slams on the way down.
500. Or, don't forget to use hand brake, if other two not quick enough.
501. A small hand match shou ld go out by itself, after a minute or less. No blowing out.
502. Look up WebMD when something is bothering you, before you go to see a doctor.
503. The dashboard should show if the tires are low. Or, press a button to indicate.
504. Check your bike on driveway before going on the street.
505. Every time you take a cigarette from a pack, a red light flashes.
506. Seniors should still consider what they always wanted to be: pilot, policeman, etc.
507. Or, groups of Seniors 80 to 90 get together often and discuss their dreams.
508. Or, each member can select from hundreds ofT-shirts to wear.
509. Or, if Seniors going with old lady after five years, he should give her a Companion ring.
510. A smaller Tokamak for fusion scientists. Not too complicated.
511. Children before school should not be given C-phones. Have fun playing.
512. The bottom Bikini should go up to belly button, and cover it.
513. If ladies carrying bottle water, they can use it as a weapon if bad guy attacks.
514. Fat thighs in slim jeans for ladies looks O.K.
515. Ladies should ignore what t hey see in 4-color stylish 4-color ladies magazine.
516. Or, a Bikini half way up to belly button is O.K. too.
517. Or, reading ads in ladies magazine can make any lady confused.
518. When wheels turn in bike, they reflect a red/yellow color day or night.
519. Racing cars are too many in a contest. Crashes very likely.
520. Riding a bike needs a helmet and neck guard, if you fall on head.
521. Or, for motorcycle riders also.
522. Wash car windows, free, after gas fill up. Does better job than home spray.
523. Can a dog's bark outside family pool alert family child may be in danger?
524. Or, the dog jumps into the pool, keeps turning child around to yell for help?
525. Make sure collapsing victim has no pulse before you start CPR.
526. They have got to change NFL helmets to avoid injury.
527. The heavier the car, steel in critical places, the more protection driver has.

IDEAS -APRIL 12, 2012

18,564. A woman's purse should not be left on table when social dancing. Put on floor.
565. Night stand next to bed can be used to lift yourself up.
566. If you fall asleep driving a car, your chin drops and the sensor stops the car.
567. Or, falling asleep, or sleepy, in car is dangerous.
568. If sma ll plane engine dies, a smaller 2-cylinder takes over to keep plane aloft.
569. Young protestors in U.S. cities are more involved in i-Pads, not looking for jobs.
570. Or, Seniors seeing constant use of C-phones as a waste of time.
571. A small kitchen fire can be stopped by a nearby fire extinguisher.
572. Or, larger fire extinguishers are always handy.
573. Cameras on police eyeglasses to record whatever.
574. Why keep looking at your children so often with your i-pad?
575. Or, wasting your Internet time looking at pictures and pictures ?
576. Or, que'stwning your children where they are and what they are doing.
'

I

577. If you haa ao;lectric golf cart, you know they is more worry than gas cart.
578. A

turn the side mirrors as needed.

579. An overhead electric fan can produce warmth in winter time.
580. If backpack for kids enlarges as they grow older. More books.
581. Or, a large i-Pad to do their reading, homework.
582. A larger pocket in pants or jeans to carry i-Pads.
583. Jigsaw puzzles for children to spell his or her name, and siblings, dogs & cats.
584. Buy a tube that fits into ears. Improves hearing.
585. Or, t ry not to spend thousands of dollars for hearing aid.
586. Buy energy

lights, portable radio, etc. in case of storm.

587. Buy a
588.

bu.y 'a

'Bible

David on cover. Just like other Bibles.

589. Or, call Catl;lolic C.hurch
•

\

t

4

may, get an old copy of Bible free.

"

'
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590. Or., did Jesus speak Hebrew' to his diiciples?

.

591. Or', what

:

He was

592. On t-shfrt: Age 90 and feel goo'd and look good.
593. Ladies, sma ll round mirror O.K. Back of mirror tinted grey, green, pink, etc.

.
. ..,

594. Jelly Beans with the mild taste of cigarettes. To help stop smoking.
595. If anti-Semitism

you, forget it. Think how negroes feel being looked at.

596. A neck brace or padding.for NFL football players. The game is dangerous.
597. Ads in newspapers are
598. Diamonds look beautiful

..

.,.

. and read on right hand pages.

box as man invites lady to marry him.

IDEAS - APRIL 18, 2012

18,599. Diamond rings can be colored, besides silver.
600. Or, two wedding rings attached on two fingers.
601. A glance through a Bible every day might do you good.
602. A soft-cover Hebrew Bible with the Jewish Star on cover.
603. Or, can easily be carried around like Christians carry their Bible.
604. When wearing socks in bed, they should be loose.
605. Or, don't forget to place a piece of soap inside the socks to prevent cramps.
606. A nose inhaler for better breathing, if you have a cold or blockage.
607. Or, may stop you from picking your nose.
608. Cufflinks on shirts are very attractive.
609. Or, you can add attractive stones in the cufflinks.
610. In a car crash, the head of driver should not propel forward and back.
611. Why can't cops in parked cars, use a laser to detect illegals in other cars?
612. There should be extra steel or rubber bumpers in front and back of new cars.
613. The hood in frontal crash should not smash car windows.
614. Keep three or four red plastic warning placards in trunk, in case of an emergency.
615. Larger tires in back of car for quicker stops.
616. The heavier, stronger tires, the slower you go. Safety.
617. A female helmet for ladies riding a motorcycle. Decorative.
618. Or, drivers should then be more alert seeing a female riding a motorcycle.
619. Or, females ride a smaller scooter, not necessary to dress up.
620. A flower pin hanging from ladies bare belly button.
621. Seniors, learn to ride ladies friends car and visa versa.
622. Seniors, have to eat more between sleep, and evacuate more.
623. Courtesy behind the wheel plays a major role in car safety.
624. Don't spill out a half a glass beer not finished. Can funnel back into bottle.
625. A mattress topper is excellent for sleep with no backaches.
626. Chocolate cream pie can only be beat by cheese cake.
627. Or, cheese Cilke top with lots of chocolate and whipped cream.
628. A car-truck should be slanted down in front. Better vision.
629. How can a house fire be prevented from too much black smoke?
630. Jesus Jew. He was born Jewish and his mother and father were Jewish.
631. Motorcycles more prone to accidents than cars. High speeds.
632. You don't know what new cars sleek body is made of.
633. Or, certainly not steel to protect you and slow your speed.
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18,634. Why can't bicycles have GPS when traveling long distances?
635. Or, it could be dangerous making the wrong out-of-state turn.
636. Listen to lyrics of old love songs and you will love them more.
637. Buy a spray can of the paint color you want.
638. Why don't 6-outlet power strip have three of the prongs the same size?
639. Golf balls should have slightly different weights.
640. Or, for putting, a heaver ball more accurate.
641. Drink as little water as possible before bed.
642. If you sense your dance partner can follow your leads, everything is O.K.
643. All pretty girls in ladies magazine look alike, promoting hair, skin, eyes, etc.
644. If a small cut and bleeding, press down and down with your band-aid.
645. A metatarsal soft pad at base of feet can reduce foot pain.
646. Go to a mechanic shop and watch them operate, get more ideas.
647. Always have extra role of toilet paper on sink, next to toilet.
648. T-shirt worn by men 90 years and over is worn with pride.
649. A small rotator device inside car for dashboard and inside window to clean.
650. Slippers worn around house with strong arch support.
651. Magnetic bracelets around ankles to improve circu lation.
652. A urinal in car if you have to go, in heavy traffic.
653. Or a heavy cloth bowl, if BM is necessary in car.
654. If a robber with gun steals wallets from everyone, slip your wallet in underwear.
655. A clock on wall which tells historic significance of the day.
656 Don't pick your nose too much. May cause bleeding.
657. Sneezing might be good for you. Check with pharmacist.
658 A one piece black bathing suit looks great on young ladies.
659. A boat trip around major U.S. cities is memorable.
660. Or, going atop tallest buildings also is memorable.
661. Or, hotels should offer free, small motorcycle rides for tourists.
662. Travel magazines show trips to Egypt, Greece, etc. Why not Israel?
663. Get a guarantee for whatever merchandise you buy, or exchange.
664. A medical watch can tell you if you are eating enough, sleeping enough, etc.
665. Or, your scale can supply same information.
666. A bad eraser on a pencil is a bad eraser.
667. Homes in deep forest areas could be taken apart and moved to safety in forest fire.
668. The word Courtesy printed on car dashboard to remind you of Safety.
669. Tea party shou ld organ ized mobs to challenge protestors.

